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I. Conscience And Moral Responsibility
OF ALL the beings inhabiting the entire earth, only man has an understanding of morality. Every person
is aware that the actions of man are either good or bad, kind or evil, morally positive or morally negative
(immoral). By these concepts of morality, man immeasurably differs from all animals. Animals behave as
is characteristic of them by nature, or else if they have been trained, in the way they are taught. But
they have no concept of morality and immorality and so their behaviour cannot be examined from the
point of view of moral understanding.
By what means does one distinguish between the morally good and the morally bad? This differentiation
is made by means of a special moral law given to man by God. And this moral law, this voice of God in
man’s soul, we feel in the depth of our consciousness and it is called conscience. This conscience is the
basis of morality common to man. A man who has never listened to his conscience, but stifled it,
suppressed its voice with falseness and the darkness of stubborn sin, is often called unconscionable. The
word of God refers to such stubborn sinners as people with a seared conscience. Their spiritual
condition is extremely dangerous and can be ruinous for the soul.
When a person listens to the voice of his conscience, he sees that this conscience speaks in him, first of
all, as a judge–strict and incorruptible, evaluating all the actions and experiences of a person. It often
happens that some given action is advantageous to a person or has elicited approval from other people,
but in the depth of the soul this person hears the voice of conscience, “This is not good, this is a sin.”
In a tight bond with this (action of judging), conscience also acts in man’s soul as a legislator. All those
moral demands which confront a man’s soul in all his conscious actions (e.g., be just, do not steal, etc.)
are norms, demands, enjoinments of this very conscience. And its voice teaches us how one must and
must not behave. Finally, conscience also acts in man as a rewarder. This happens when we, having
acted well, experience peace and calm in the souls and vice-verse, after having sinned, we experience
reproaches of the conscience. These reproaches of the conscience sometimes pass over into terrible
mental pain and torment, and can lead a person to despair or to a loss of mental balance if he does not
restore peace and calmness in the conscience through deep and sincere repentance.
It is self-evident that man bears a moral responsibility only for those actions which he commits, firstly in
a conscious condition and secondly being free in the carrying out of the actions. Only then can moral
imputation be applied to these actions and then do they impute a man either guilt, praise or judgment.
On the other hand, people not recognizing the character of their actions (children, those deprived of
reason, etc.) or those who are forced against their will to commit such actions, do not bear responsibility
for their actions. In the epoch of persecution against Christianity, the pagan tormentors often placed
incense on the hands of martyrs and then held their hands over the fire burning on their altar. The
torturers supposed that the martyrs would not endure the fire and would jerk their hands away, thus
dropping the incense into the fire. In fact, these confessors of the faith were usually so firm in spirit that
they preferred to burn their hands and not drop the incense; but even if they had dropped it, who would
charge that they brought sacrifice to the idol? On the other hand, a drunkard could not be held as free
of responsibility since he began to become drunk while still in a normal and sober condition, knowing
very well the consequence of being drunk. Thus, in certain northern European states, a person who

commits a crime while in a drunken condition is doubly punished, both for having become drunk and for
the crime itself.
That the moral law must be acknowledged as innate to people, that is, fixed in the very nature of man, is
indisputable. For this is bespoken by the undoubted universality in mankind of a concept of morality. Of
course, only the most basic moral requirements can be accounted as innate, a moral instinct of a sort,
but not revealed and clear moral understandings and concepts. Since clear moral understandings and
concepts develop in man in part through up-bringing and influence from preceding generations, most of
all on the basis of religious awareness. Therefore, coarse heathens have moral norms lower, coarser,
more malformed than Christians who know and believe in the True God Who placed the moral law into
man’s soul, and Who, through this law, guides all of his life and activity.
STUDY GUIDE
Answer the following sentences in complete thoughts.
1. What does man have that no other creature on earth has?
2. What does morality and immorality mean?
3. What is moral law?
4. What is your conscience?
5. What happens when you don’t listen to your conscience?
6. How are some of the ways the conscience acts?
7. What does impute mean?
8. Who do not bear the responsibility for their conscience?

II. The Nature of Sin
All Orthodox Christians know from the Holy Scripture and believe that God created man in His own
image and likeness. Therefore, in the creation man received a sinless nature. But not even the first man,
Adam, remained sinless. He lost his original purity in the first fall into sin in paradise. The toxin of this
sinfulness contaminated the entire human race, which descended from its forbearers who had sinned–
just as poison water flows from a poisoned spring. Acting upon the inclination to sin inherited from our
ancestors1, each person commits one’s own personal sins, as the Scriptural indictment says, “There is no
one who will live for a single day and not sin”2 Only our Lord Jesus Christ is absolutely free from sin.
Even the righteous, God’s Saints, bore sin within themselves, and although with God’s help they
struggled with it, yet they humbly acknowledged themselves to be sinners. So, without exception, all
people are sinners, tainted with sin.
Sin is a spiritual leprosy, an illness and an ulcer which has stricken all of mankind, both in his soul and his
body. Sin has damaged all three of the basic abilities and powers of the soul: the mind, the heart and the
will. Man’s mind became darkened and inclined toward error. Thus, man constantly errs–in science, in
philosophy and in his practical activity.
What is even more harmed by sin is man’s heart–the center of his experience of good and evil, and
feelings of sorrow and joy. We see that our heart has been bound in the mire of sin; it has lost the ability

to be pure, spiritual and Christian, to possess truly elevated feelings. Instead of this, it has become
inclined toward pleasures of sensuality and earthly attachments. It is tainted with vainglory and often
startles one with a complete absence of love and of the desire to do good toward one’s neighbor.
What is harmed most of all, however, is our will as the capability for action and effecting one’s
intentions. Man proves to be without strength of will particularly when it is necessary to practice true
Christian good–even though he might desire this good. The holy apostle Paul speaks of this weakness of
will when he says: “For I fail to practice the good deeds I desire to do, but the evil deeds which I do not
desire to do are what I am always doing.”3 That is why Christ the Saviour said of man the sinner,
“Whoever practices sin is the slave of sin,”4 although to the sinner, alas, serving sin often seems to be
freedom while struggling to escape its nets appears to be slavery.
How does a sin develop in one’s soul? The holy fathers, strugglers of Christian asceticism and piety,
knowing the sinful human soul, explain it far better than all the learned psychiatrists. They distinguish
the following stages in sin: The first moment in sin is the suggestion, when some temptation becomes
identified in a person’s conscience–a sinful impression, an unclean thought or some other temptation. If,
in this first moment, a person decisively and at once rejects the sin, he does not sin, but defeats sin and
his soul will experience progress rather than degeneration. It is in the suggestion stage of sin that it is
easiest of all to remove it. If the suggestion is not rejected, it passes over first into an ill-defined striving
and then into a clear conscious desire of sin. At this point, one already begins to be inclined to sin of a
given type. Even at this point, however, without an especially difficult struggle, one can avoid giving in to
sin and refrain from sinning. One will be helped by the clear voice of conscience and by God’s aid if one
will only turn to it.
Beyond this point, one has fallen into sin. The reproaches of the conscience sound loudly and clearly,
eliciting a revulsion to the sin. The former self-assurance disappears and the man is humbled (compare
Apostle Peter before and after his denial of Christ).5 But even at this point, defeat of sin is not entirely
difficult. This is shown by numerous examples, as in the lives of Peter, the holy prophet-king David and
other repentant sinners.
It is more difficult to struggle with sin when, through frequent repetition, it becomes a habit in one.
After acquiring any kind of habit, the habitual actions are performed by the person very easily, almost
unnoticed to himself, spontaneously. Thus, the struggle with sin which has become a habit for a person
is very difficult since it is not only difficult to overcome, but is even difficult to detect in its approach and
process.
An even more dangerous stage of sin is vice. In this condition, sin so rules a person that it forges his will
in chains. Here, one is almost powerless to struggle against it. He is a slave to sin even though he may
acknowledge its danger and, in lucid intervals, perhaps even hates it with all his soul (such for example is
the vice of alcoholism, narcotic addiction, etc.). In this condition, one cannot deal with oneself without
special mercy and help from God and one is in need of prayer and the spiritual support of others. One
must bear in mind that even a seemingly minor sin such as gossiping, love of attire, empty diversions,
etc. can become a vice in man if it possesses him entirely and fills his soul.

The lowest stage of sin, in which sin completely enslaves one to itself, is the passion of one or another
sinful type. In this condition, man can no longer hate his sin as he can with a vice (and this is the
difference between them). Rather he submits to sin in all his experiences, actions and moods, as did
Judas Iscariot. At this stage, one literally and directly lets Satan into his heart (as it is said of Judas in the
Gospel),6 and in this condition, nothing will help him except Grace-filled Church prayers and other such
actions.
There is yet another special, most terrible and destructive type of sin. This is blaspheming against the
Holy Spirit. Even the prayers of the Church cannot help one who is found in this condition. The apostle
John the Theologian speaks of this directly when he entreats us to pray for a brother which has sinned,
but points out the uselessness of prayer for this sin.7
The Lord Jesus Christ Himself says that this sin–the blasphemy of the Holy Spirit–is not forgiven and will
not be forgiven either in this age or in the future.8 He pronounced these terrible words against the
pharisees who, though they clearly saw that He worked everything according to the will of God and by
God’s power, nevertheless distorted the truth. They perished in their own blasphemy and their example
is instructive and urgent for all those who would sin mortal sin: by an obdurate and conscious adversity
to the undoubted Truth and thereby blaspheme the Spirit of truth–God’s Holy Spirit.
We must note that even blasphemy against the Lord Jesus Christ can be forgiven man (according to His
own words) since it can be committed in ignorance or temporary blindness. Blasphemy against the Holy
Spirit could be forgiven, says St. Athanasios the Great, only if a man ceased from it and became
repentant. But the very nature of the sin is such that it makes it virtually impossible for a man to return
to the truth. One who is blind can regain his sight and love the one who revealed the truth to him and
one who is soiled with vices and passions can be cleansed by repentance and become a confessor of the
Truth, but who and what can change a blasphemer who has seen and known the Truth and who has
stubbornly refused and hated it? This horrible condition is similar to the condition of the Devil himself
who believes in God and trembles but who nevertheless hates Him, blasphemes Him and is in adversity
to Him.
When a seduction, a temptation of sin, appears in man, it usually comes from three sources: from man’s
own flesh, from the world and from Satan.
Concerning man’s flesh, there is absolutely no doubt that in many respects it is a den and source of antimoral predispositions, strivings and inclinations. The ancestral sin–this inclination towards sin, a heritage
from the sin of our progenitors and our own personal sinful experiences: all this added up and each
(experience) strengthening one another, creates in our flesh a source of temptations, sinful moods and
acts.
More often, though, the source of seduction for us is the world around us, which, according to the
Apostle John the Theologian, “is under the power of the Evil-One”9 and friendship with which, according
to another Apostle, is enmity with God. The milieu around us seduces us, the people around us do

likewise (especially the willful, conscious seducers and corrupters of youth about whom the Lord said,
“Whoever causes one of these little ones to stumble and sin, it would be better for that man that a
millstone be tied around his neck and he be cast into the sea”).
The enticers are also external goods, riches, comforts, immoral dances, dirty literature, shameless attire,
etc.–all of this is undoubtedly a fetid source of sin and seduction.
But the main and root source of sin is, of course, the devil, as the Apostle John the Theologian says, “he
who practices sin is of the devil; for the devil has sinned from the beginning.”In struggling with God and
His Truth, the devil struggles with people, striving to destroy each of us. He struggles most intensely and
with the most malice with the Saints as we see in the Gospel and in the lives of the Saints. We, sick and
infirm, are specially defended by Christ against those fierce temptations to which God’s Saints, strong in
spirit, are subjected. Nevertheless, Satan does not ignore us. Acting through the enticements of the
world and the flesh, making them stronger and more deceptive, and also tempting us by sinful
suggestions of all kinds. It is because of this that the Apostle Peter compares Satan with a “raging lion
which stalks about seeking whom he might devour.”10
Footnotes:
1. Orthodox Christians must not confuse this realization of the effect of the ancestral sin with the
sectarian teaching about “Original Sin”. There is no doctrine of “Original Sin”In the Holy Church, for it is
not possible to inherit Adam’s guilt. Nowhere do the Fathers mention “Original Sin,”but they refer to the
ancestral sin, which caused, as Metropolitan Philaret shows here, not a guilt, but a hereditary disease,
namely, the inclination to sin: man’s state of separation from God, etc.
2. cf. Eccl. 7:20; 2 Chr. 6:36
3. Rm. 7:19
4. Jn. 8:34
5. comp. Mt. 16:21-22; 26:33 with Mt. 26:69-75
6. Jn. 13:27; Lk. 22:3
7. 1 Jn. 5:16
8. Mt. 12:31-32
9. 1 Jn. 5:19
10. 1 Pet. 5:8
STUDY GUIDE
Answer the following statements with true or false and discuss them with your study group and priest.
_____ 1. We know and believe that God created man in His own image and likeness.
_____ 2. In creation, man received a sinful nature.
_____ 3. Only our Lord Jesus Christ is absolutely free from sin.
_____ 4. Most people are sinners and most are tainted with sin.
_____ 5. The soul of man is most harmed by sin.

_____ 6. The first moment in sin is suggestion.
_____ 7. A vice is not a sin.
_____ 8. A vice is a sin that forges one’s will in chains.
_____ 9. The lowest stage of sin is passion.
_____ 10. Judas (Iscariot) submitted to the lowest sin.
_____ 11. The most terrible sin is blasphemy against the Holy Spirit.
_____ 12. Christ says that the sin of blasphemy of the Holy Spirit is not forgiven and will not be forgiven.
_____ 13. For certain reasons, some sins of blasphemy can be forgiven.
_____ 14. Flesh, the world, and Satan are the three sources of seduction.
_____ 15. There are many enticers which are sources of sin.
_____ 16. Man is the source of sin.

III. Virtue
The complete opposite of sin is virtue. Its rudiments are found in every person, as remnants of that
natural good which was placed into the nature of man by his Creator. It is found in a pure and complete
form only in True Christianity, for Christ the Saviour said: “without Me ye can do nothing.”
Christianity teaches us that man’s earthly life is a time of moral struggle, a time of preparation for the
future, eternal life. Consequently, the tasks of man’s earthly life consist of correctly preparing for future
eternity. The earthly life is brief and it does not repeat itself, for man lives but once on earth. Therefore,
in this earthly life, one must work at virtue if one does not wish to destroy one’s soul. For this is
precisely what God’s truth demands of one on the threshold of eternity.
Each Christian, with God’s help, is the shaper of his own earthly life in the sense of its course toward
virtue. In order to be virtuous, however, one must not only do good for others, but work on oneself,
struggling with his insufficiencies and vices, developing in himself a good, Christian-valued foundation.
This work on oneself, this struggle toward moral perfection of man’s earthly life, is indispensable for
every Christian. The Lord Himself said: “the kingdom of heaven has endured violent assault and violent
men seize it by force.”1
The moral character and features of each person are worked out in such a life-struggle. A Christian must,
of course, be a Christian before all else, a person with an established, solid moral character and he must
aim for the building of such a character. In other words, he must strive for progress in himself toward
moral perfection.
Thus, from a Christian point of view, life is a moral struggle, a path of constant striving toward good and
perfection. There can be no pause on this path, according to the law of the spiritual life. A man who
stops working on himself will not remain the same as he was, but will inevitably become worse–like a
stone which is thrown upwards and stops rising, it will not remain suspended in the air, but will fall
downward.

We already know that our sins generally originate from three sources: from the devil, from the world
around us lying in evil, and from our own sinful flesh. And since sin is the main enemy and obstacle of
virtue, it is evident that a Christian who is striving towards virtue must, through God’s mercy and help,
struggle against sin in all its aspects. It is especially needful at this point to recall the Saviour’s words to
the Apostles in the Garden of Gethsemane, “keep vigil and pray lest you fall into temptation.The words
are directed not only at the Apostles but to all of us, indicating that the struggle with sinful temptations
is possible only for one who is vigilant and who prays, standing on guard for his survival.
Footnote:
1. Mt. 11: 12
STUDY GUIDE
Complete the following statements by filling in the blanks.
1. The complete opposite of sin is _____________.
2. “Without Me _______ can do _____________.”
3. The tasks of man’s earthly life consist of ________ ___________ ______ ___________ ____________.
4. Each ________ with God’s help, is the __________ of his own earthly life in the sense of its
__________ __________ __________.
5. A Christian must be a _________________ before all else.
6. Life is a moral struggle, a path of ____________________.
7. The struggle with sinful temptations is possible ___________________________________________.

IV. God’s Law
The task of man's earthly life is preparing himself for eternal salvation and beatitude. To attain this, a
man must live in a holy and pure manner - that is, according to God's will.
How can one recognize this will of God? First of all, in one's conscience, which for this reason, is called
God's voice in the soul of man. If the fall had not darkened the human soul, man would be able
unerringly and firmly to direct the path of his life according to the dictates of his conscience, in which
the inner moral law is expressed. We know, however, that in a sinful man, not only are the mind, heart
and will damaged, but the conscience is also darkened and its judgment and voice have lost their firm
clearness and strength. It is not without reason that some people are called unconscionable.
Therefore, conscience alone - the inner voice - became insufficient for man to live and act according to
God's will. The need arose for an external guide, for a God-revealed law. Such a law was given by God to
people in two aspects: first, the preparatory - the Old Testament law of Moses - then the full and perfect
Gospel law.
There are two distinguishable parts in Moses' law: the religious-moral and the national-ceremonial
which was closely tied with the history and way of life of the Jewish nation. The second aspect is gone
into the past for Christians, that is, the national-ceremonial rules and laws, but the religious-moral laws

preserve their force in Christianity. Therefore, all the ten commandments in the law of Moses are
obligatory for Christians. Christianity has not altered them. On the contrary, Christianity has taught
people to understand these commandments, not externally - literalistically, in the manner of blind,
slavish obedience, and external fulfillment, but it has revealed the full spirit and taught the perfect and
full understanding and fulfillment of them. For Christians, however, Moses' law has significance only
because its central commandments (the ten which deal with love of God and neighbors) are accepted
and shown forth by Christianity. We are guided in our life not by this preparatory and temporary law of
Moses, but by the perfect and eternal law of Christ. St Basil the Great says, "If one who lights a lamp
before himself in broad daylight seems strange, then how much stranger is one who remains in the
shadow of the law of the Old Testament when the Gospel is being preached." The main distinction of
the New Testament law from that of the Old Testament consists in that the Old Testament law looked at
the exterior actions of man, while the New Testament law looks at the heart of man, at his inner
motives. Under the Old Testament law, man submitted himself to God as a slave to his master, but
under the New Testament, he strives toward submitting to Him as a son submits to a beloved father.
There is a tendency to regard the Old Testament law incorrectly. Some see no good in it, but only seek
out features of coarseness and cruelty. This is a mistaken view. It is necessary to take into consideration
the low level of spiritual development at which man then stood thousands of years ago. Under the
conditions of the times, with truly coarse and cruel morals, those rules and norms of Moses' law which
now seem cruel to us (e.g., "an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth," etc.) in reality were not such. They
did not, of course, destroy human cruelty and vengeance (only the Gospel could do this), but they did
restrain it and establish firm and strict limits upon it. Moreover, it must be remembered that those
commandments about love toward God and neighbors, which the Lord indicated as the most important,
are taken directly from the law of Moses (Mk. 12:29-31). The Holy Apostle Paul says of this law, "The
law, therefore, is holy and each commandment is holy, just and good" (Rom. 7:12).
STUDY GUIDE
Answer the following questions.
1. What is man’s task of earthly life?
2. How must we attain this?
3. How do we recognize the will of God?
4. What is our conscience?
5. What are the two distinguishable parts in Moses’ law? Explain them.
6. What is the main distinction between New and Old Testament law?
7. How does New Testament law differ from Old Testament law in its view of man?

V. Freedom of Will
We realize that man bears the responsibility for his actions only when he is free in doing them. But does
he have that spiritual freedom, a freedom of the will which is presupposed here? Recently, a teaching
has spread, which is called determinism. The followers of this teaching - determinists - do not
acknowledge freedom of will in man. They declare that in each separate action, man acts only in
accordance with external causes. According to their teaching, man always acts only under the influence
of motives and impulses which do not depend upon him, and usually submits himself to the strongest of
these motives. The scholars say, "It only seems to us that we act freely. This is self-deceit."
The eminent 17th century philosopher Spinoza defends this opinion. As an example, he spoke of a stone
that is thrown. If this stone could think and speak, it too would say that it is flying toward and falling
upon the spot which it desires. But, in reality, it flies only because someone threw it and it falls under
the action and power of gravity.
We will return to this example later, but meanwhile, let us note the following: The teaching which is
opposite to determinism, and which acknowledges man's freedom of will is called indeterminism. This
teaching is accepted by Christians, but it is necessary to remember that there are extreme
indeterminists, whose teaching has a one-sided, false character. They claim that man's freedom is his
full authority to act precisely as he desires. In their understanding, therefore, man's freedom is his
complete free-will, authority to act upon his every desire or whim (the Holy Apostle Peter speaks
concerning such "freedom" - l Pt. 2:15-16; 2 Pt. 2:19). This is not freedom, of course, this is an evil use of
freedom, a distortion of it. Man does not have absolute, undoubted freedom; only Almighty God
possesses the perfect and highest creative freedom.
In contrast to such false indeterminism, true indeterminism teaches correctly. Its teaching recognizes
that man is undoubtedly under the influence of motives and impulses of the most varied types. For
example, the surrounding milieu, conditions of life, the political situation, one's education, cultural
development, etc., act upon him. All this is reflected in the features of his moral countenance. In this
recognition of the action upon man - and sometimes very strongly - of various external motives and
influences, the indeterminists are in accord with the determinists but, beyond this, there is a deep
separation. While the determinists say that man acts one way or another only under the influences of
the strongest motives, but does not have freedom, the indeterminists recognize that he is always free to
choose any of the motives. This motive does not at all need to be the strongest. Moreover, man can
even prefer a motive which, to other people, seems to be clearly disadvantageous and unprofitable. The
zeal of the holy martyrs serves as an example of this. To their pagan persecutors, they seemed to be
fools consciously destroying themselves. Thus, in the opinion of indeterminists, man's freedom is not an
undoubted creative freedom, but a freedom of choice; the freedom of our will decides whether one acts
one way or another. Christianity accepts precisely such an understanding of human freedom, agreeing
with indeterminism. Applying it to the realm of morals, to the question of the struggle between good
and evil, between virtue and sin, Christianity declares that man's freedom is his freedom of choice
between good and evil. According to learned theological definition, "freedom of the will is our
capability, independent of anyone and anything, of defining for ourselves concerning good and evil."

Now we can immediately set aside Spinoza's example of the falling stone. We realize that man possesses
a free will in the sense of a choice of acting in one way or another. Spinoza considers the actions of the
flying stone analogous with man's actions. This comparison could have been made only if the stone had
a freedom of choice - to fly or not to fly, to fall or not to fall. But a stone, of course, has no such freedom
and the given example is altogether unconvincing.
The insolvency of determinism, which negates the freedom of the will, is evident from the following.
Firstly, not a single determinist effects his teaching in practical life. It is clear precisely why. For, if one is
to look at life from a strictly deterministic point of view, there is no need to punish anyone - neither the
thief for thievery, nor the murderer for murder, etc., since they did not act freely, but were slaves,
unwilling fulfillers of whatever motives commanded them and which influenced them from without. This
is an absurd but completely inevitable deduction from determinism. Secondly, proof of the freedom of
the will is served by the fact of the experience of the soul which is called to repentance, an experience
personally well-known to everyone. What is this feeling of repentance based upon? It is evident that it is
based upon the fact that the repentant man returns in thought to the moment of the performance of his
wrong action, and weeps over his sin, clearly acknowledging that he could have acted otherwise, could
have done not evil, but good. Clearly, such repentance could not have had a place if man did not possess
free will, but was an unwilling slave to external influences. In such a case he would not have answered
for his action.
We Christians acknowledge man to be morally free and the guide of his own personal will and actions
and responsible for them before God's truth. Such freedom is a most great gift to man from God, Who
seeks from man not a mechanical submission, but a freely given filial obedience of love. The Lord
Himself affirmed this freedom, "If anyone wishes to be My disciple, let him deny himself and take up his
cross and follow Me" (Mt. 16:24). Again, in the Old Testament He said through the prophet:
"Behold, I have set before thee this day, life and death, good and evil. If thou wilt hearken to the
commands of the Lord thy God, which I command thee this day, to love the Lord thy God, to walk in all
His ways, and to keep His ordinance, and His judgments; then ye shall live, and ... the Lord thy God shall
bless thee ... but if thy heart change and thou wilt not hearken, and thou shalt go astray ... ye shall
utterly perish ... I have set before thee life and death, the blessing and the curse: choose thou life ... to
love the Lord thy God" (Deut. 30:15-19).
STUDY GUIDE
1. When does man bear the responsibility for his actions?
2. What is determinism?
3. What is indeterminism?
4. What is the Orthodox Christian definition of “freedom of will”?
5. How does one prove “freedom of the will”?
6. How do Christians acknowledge man?

VI. The Christian “I”
Living in this world, a Christian is in a constant, lively intercourse with God and with his neighbors. In
addition to this, during the course of his whole life, he cares for himself, for his physical well-being and
for the salvation of his soul. His moral obligations, therefore, can be divided into three groups: (1)
concerning himself, (2) concerning neighbors, and (3) highest of all, concerning God.
The first, and the most important obligation which man has concerning himself, is the working out
within oneself of a spiritual character, of our true Christian "I." The spiritual character of a Christian is
not something given to him at first. No, it is something sought for, acquired and worked out by his
personal toils and efforts (Lk. Ch.16). Neither the body of a Christian with its capabilities, powers and
strivings, nor his soul itself - as an innate center of his conscious experiences and as a vital principle - are
his spiritual personality, the spiritual "I." This spiritual character in an Orthodox Christian is what sharply
differs him from every non-Christian. In the Holy Scripture it is not called a soul, but a spirit. This spirit is
precisely the center, the concentration of the spiritual life; it strives toward God and the immortal,
blessed, eternal life.
We define the task of the entire life of man as the necessity to use the earthly, transitory life for
preparation toward the eternal, spiritual life. In the present instance, this can be said in other words: the
task of the earthly life of man consists in that he is able, in the course of this life, to build up, to work out
his spiritual character, his true, living, eternal "I."
One can care about one's "I" in different ways. There are people who are called egoists and who cherish
and are concerned very much with their "I." An egoist, however, thinks only of himself and about no one
else. In his egoism, he strives to obtain his personal happiness by any useful means - even though at the
cost of suffering and misfortune for neighbors. In his blindness, he does not realize that from the true
point of view - in the sense of the Christian understanding of life - he only harms himself, his deathless
"I."
And here is Orthodox Christianity (i.e., the Holy Church), calling upon man to create his spiritual
character, directing one in the course of this creativity, to distinguish good and evil and the truly
beneficial from the pretended beneficial and harmful. She (the Holy Church) teaches us that we cannot
consider the things given us by God (ability, talents, etc.) to be our "I," rather we must consider them
gifts of God. We must use these gifts (like materials in the construction of a building) for the building of
our spirit. For this, we must use all these "talents" given by God, not for ourselves egoistically, but for
others. For, the laws of Heaven's Truth are contradictory to the laws of earthly benefit. According to
worldly understandings he who gathers for himself on earth, acquires, according to the teaching of
God's Heavenly Truth, he who, in the earthly life gives away and does good, acquires (for eternity). In
the well-known parable about the careless steward, the main thought and the key to the correct
understanding of it is the principle of making a distinction by contrast between the understandings of
earthly egoism and God's truth. In this parable, the Lord specifically called earthly wealth, gathered
egoistically, for oneself, "unjust wealth" and ordered that it not be used for oneself, but for others, in
order that the reward be received in the eternal home.

The ideal of Christian perfection is unattainably high. "Be perfect as your Father in Heaven is perfect,"
Christ the Savior said. Therefore, there can be no end to the work of a man on himself, on his spiritual
character. The entire earthly life of a Christian is a constant struggle of moral self-perfection. Of course,
Christian perfection is not given to a man at once, but gradually. To a Christian who, through his
inexperience, thought that he could attain holiness at once, St Seraphim of Sarov said, "Do everything
slowly, not suddenly; virtue is not a pear - you cannot eat it at once." Nor did the Apostle Paul in all his
spiritual height and power consider himself as having reached perfection, but said that he was only
striving toward such perfection, "Not as though I had already attained, or were already perfect; but I
strive for, if haply I might apprehend, that for which I am apprehended by Christ Jesus. Brethren, I do
not consider to have apprehended (perfection): but this one thing I do, forgetting those things which are
behind, and reaching forth unto those things which are before, I press toward the mark for the prize of
the high calling of God in Christ Jesus" (Phil. 3:12-14).
STUDY GUIDE
1. Moral obligations can be divided into what three groups?
i. _________________________________
ii. _________________________________
iii. _________________________________
2. Man’s most important obligation concerning himself is
___________________________________________________.
3. What does Luke Ch. 16 say about the Christian “I”? ______________________________
4. The spiritual character in an Orthodox Christian is _______________________________
___________________________________________________.
5. The spirit strives toward ___________________________________________________.
6. The task of man’s earthly life is: _____________________________________________
7. The ideal of Christian perfection is ____________________
“Be _____________ ___________________________________________________.”
8. The entire earthly life of a Christian ___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________.

VII. Humility
According to the teachings of our Holy and God-bearing Fathers–the athletes and lamps of Christian
piety–the first of all Christian virtues is humility. Without this virtue, no other virtue can be acquired,
and the spiritual perfection of a Christian is unthinkable. Christ the Saviour begins His New Testament
precepts of blessedness with the precept of humility: “Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the
Kingdom of the Heavens!”
In the usual sense of the word, we consider a person poor who has nothing and must ask others for
help. The Christian (whether materially rich or poor) must recognize that he is spiritually poor, that there
is no good of his own within him. Everything good in us is from God. From our own selves, we add only
evil–self-love, caprices of sensuality, and sinful pride. Each of us must remember this, for it is not in vain

that the Holy Scripture says: “God opposes the proud and gives grace to the humble.”
As we have already said, without humility, no other virtue, is possible, for if man does not fulfill virtue in
a spirit of humility, he will inevitably fall into God-opposing pride, and will fall away from God’s mercy.
Together with a true, deep humility, each Christian must have a spiritual approach such as that spoken
of in the second precept on blessedness. We know that humility abases and judges one. Often, however,
this is not a profound, constant frame of mind and experience of the soul, but a superficial, shallow
feeling. The Holy Fathers indicated one manner by which the sincerity and depth of humility can be
tested:
Begin to reproach a person to his face, for those very sins and in those very expressions in which he
“humblyjudges himself. If his humility is sincere, he will hear out the reproaches without anger, and
sometimes will thank you for the humbling instruction. If he does not have true humility, he will not
endure the reproaches but will become angry, since his pride will rear up on its haunches from the
reproaches and accusations.
The Lord says “Blessed are they that mourn for they shall be comforted.In other words, blessed are they
who not only sorrow over their own imperfection and unworthiness, but mourn over it. By mourning we
understand, first of all, spiritual mourning - weeping over sins and the resultant loss of God’s Kingdom.
Moreover, amidst ascetics of Christianity, there were many who, filled with love and compassion, wept
over other people - over their sins, falls and sufferings. It is also in keeping with the spirit of the Gospel
to account as mourners all those sorrowing and unfortunate people who accept their sorrow in a
Christian way: humbly and submissively. They are truly blessed, for they shall be comforted by God, with
love. And those who, on the contrary, seek to obtain only pleasure and enjoyment in the earthly life, are
not at all blessed. Although they consider themselves fortunate, and others consider them as such,
according to the spirit of the Gospel teaching, they are most unfortunate people. It is precisely to them
that this threatening warning of the Lord is directed: “Woe unto you wealthy! for you have received
your consolation. Woe unto you that are full! for you shall hunger. Woe unto you that laugh now! for
you shall mourn and weep.”
When a man is filled with humility and sorrow about his sins, he cannot make peace with that evil of sin,
which so stains both himself and other people. He strives to turn away from his sinful corruption and
from the untruth of the surrounding life - to turn to God’s truth, to holiness and purity. He seeks this
truth of God and its triumph over human untruths and desires it more strongly than one who is hungry
desires to eat, or one who is thirsty desires to drink.
The fourth precept, which is bound to the first two, tells us of this: “Blessed are they who hunger and
thirst after righteousness, for they shall be filled.When shall they be filled? In part, here in the earthly
life, in which these faithful followers of God’s truth already see, at times, the beginnings of its triumph
and victory in the actions of God’s Providence and in the manifestations of God’s justice and
omnipotence. But their spiritual hunger and thirst will be satisfied and quenched in full there, in blessed
eternity, in the new heaven and new earth, wherein righteousness lives.”

STUDY GUIDE
True or false.
______ 1. Humility is the first of all Christian virtues.
______ 2. Blessed are the poor in spirit.
______ 3. Only some of us must recognize that we are spiritually poor.
______ 4. Most good in us is from God.
______ 5. We add only evil to ourselves.
______ 6. Without humility no other virtues are possible.
______ 7. Truth can be accepted without anger when one’s humility is sincere.
______ 8. When one is filled with humility and sorrow, one cannot make peace with that evil of sin.
VERSES FOR MEMORY:
Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the Kingdom of Heaven.
God opposes the proud and gives grace to the humble.
Blessed are they that mourn for they shall be comforted.
Blessed are they who hunger and thirst after righteousness, for they shall be filled.

VIII. Conversion of Sinners
We have discussed the subjects of man’s free will and examined the first of virtues humility, spiritual
mourning and striving toward God’s Truth. Now, we must speak of the process of the conversion of an
erring sinner to the path of righteousness.
The parable of the Prodigal Son (Lk. 15:11-32) is the best example of this process. This parable tells us of
a young son who is annoyed by the careful guardianship of his father. The son senselessly decided to
betray his father, and came to him asking for his share of the inheritance. Having received it, he
departed into a distant country. It is clear that this senseless son represents each sinner. Man’s betrayal
of God is usually manifested in this way–one receives everything that God has given one in life, and then
ceases to have fervent faith in Him, ceases to think about Him and to love Him, and, finally, forgets
about His law. Is this not like the life of many contemporary intellectuals? Overlooking what is truly
essential, they live in remoteness from God.
In that far away land, so deceiving from a distance, the senseless son squandered and wasted his
possessions, living dissolutely. Thus it is that the senseless sinner wastes his spiritual and physical
strength in the pursuit of sensual enjoyments and in “burning through his life,and departs, in heart and
soul, further and further from his Heavenly Father.
The prodigal son, having squandered his possessions, grew so hungry that he took a job as a swine-herd
(a keeper of animals which, according to Mosaic law, were impure). He would have been glad to eat
swine’s food, but no one gave him any. Is it not so that a sinner, entangled finally in the nets of sin,
hungers spiritually, suffers and languishes? He tries to fill his spiritual emptiness with a whirlpool of

empty pleasures, which cannot drown the torment of hunger from which his deathless spirit grows
weak.
The unfortunate-one would perish if it were not for help from God, Who Himself said that He “does not
desire the death of the sinner, but that he should be converted and live.The prodigal son heard the call
of God’s Grace and he did not push it aside nor reject it, but accepted it. He accepted it and came to
himself as one who is ill comes to himself after a torturous incubus. There was a saving thought: “How
many of my father’s hirelings abound in bread, but I, his son, am dying from hunger.”
“I shall arise,he decides, “and go to my father and say to him, ‘Father, I have sinned against heaven and
before you, and I am not worthy to be called your son. But accept me into the number of your
hirelings.’“A firm intention, a decisive resolve–he arose, “and went to his father.”
He went, all penetrated with repentance, burning with the consciousness of his guilt and unworthiness–
and with hope on the father’s mercy. His way was not easy, but when he was yet far off, his father saw
him (it means that the father was waiting and was perhaps looking every day to see if the son was
returning). He saw and took pity, and running out, threw his arms around his shoulders and kissed him.
The son was about to begin his confession: “Father, I have sinned against heaven and before you, and I
am unworthy to be called your son .. .But the father did not allow him to finish. He had already forgiven
and forgotten all, and accepted the dissolute and hungry swine-herd as a beloved son. The Lord said,
“There is more joy in heaven over one repentant sinner than over ninety-nine righteous persons who do
not have need of repentance.(Lk.15:7).
So gradually the process of falling away and conversion to God occurs in one. One is, as it were, lowered
and then elevated by steps. At first, betrayal of God, going away from Him to a “distant country.In this
alienation from God, there is a complete serving of sin and passions. Finally, there is a full spiritual
bankruptcy, a spiritual hunger and darkness–the person has reached the depth of falling. Here, however,
according to the words of Apostle Paul, where sin has multiplied, an abundance of Grace appears to
instruct man. The sinner accepts the saving, Graceful appeal (or rejects it and perishes–and alas, this
happens). He accepts it, and comes to himself, and firmly decides to part with sin and go with
repentance to the Heavenly Father. He goes along the path of repentance, and the Father comes out to
meet him and accepts him, all-forgiven and with as much love as ever.
STUDY GUIDE
1. What is the parable of the Prodigal Son (Lk.15:11-32)? Tell it in your own words.
2. What did the prodigal son hear?
3. How did the prodigal son go to his father?
4. Whom will we meet on the path of repentance?
5. What did the son actually say in his confession to his father?
6. What does Luke 15:17 say and mean to you?
7. What happens when we part with sin?

IX. Grace and Salvation
Speaking about every truly good, Christian activity, the Lord Jesus Christ said, “Without Me, you can do
nothing.Therefore, when the matter of salvation is being considered, the Orthodox Christian must
remember that the beginning of that truly Christian life which saves us, comes only from Christ the
Saviour, and is given to us in the mystery of baptism.
In His conversation with Nikodemos about how one enters into God’s kingdom, our Saviour replied,
“Amen, amen, I tell you, except one be born again, one cannot see the kingdom of God.Further, He
clarified this saying, “... except one be born of water and of the Spirit, one cannot enter into the
Kingdom of God(Jn. 3:34). Baptism is, therefore, as that door through which alone one can enter into
the Church of those being saved. For, only one who will have faith and be baptized will be saved.
(Mk.16:16).
Baptism washes away the corruption of the ancestral sin,1 and it washes away the guilt of all sins
previously committed by the one being baptized. Nevertheless, the seeds of sin sinful habits and desires
toward sin–remain in one and are overcome by means of lifelong moral struggle (man’s efforts in
cooperation with God’s Grace). For, as we already know, God’s Kingdom is acquired by effort, and only
those who use effort attain it. Other holy mysteries (sacraments) of the Church–repentance, Holy
Communion, anointing and various prayers and divine services–are moments and means of the
consecrating of a Christian. According to the measure of his faith, a Christian receives divine Grace in
them, which facilitates his salvation. Without this Grace, according to apostolic teaching, we not only
cannot do good, but we cannot even wish to do it. (Phil. 2:13).
If, however, the help of God’s Grace has such immense significance in the matter of our salvation, then
what do our personal efforts mean? Perhaps the entire matter of salvation is done for us by God and we
only have to “sit with arms foldedand await God’s mercy? In the history of the Church, this question was
clearly and decisively settled in the fifth century. A strict and learned monk, Pelagius, began to teach
that man is saved by himself–by his own strength, without God’s Grace. Developing his idea, he finally
reached a point at which, in essence, he began to negate the necessity itself of redemption and
salvation in Christ. Augustine (of Hippo) stepped forth against this teaching, and demonstrated the
necessity of the Lord’s Grace for salvation. While refuting Pelagius, however, Augustine fell into the
opposite extreme. According to his teaching, everything in the matter of salvation is done for man by
God’s Grace, and man has only to accept this salvation with gratitude.
As usual, the truth is between these two extremes. It was expressed by the fifth century ascetic
Righteous St. John Cassian, whose explanation is called synergism (cooperating). According to this
teaching, man is saved only in Christ, and God’s Grace is the main acting strength in this salvation.
Nevertheless, besides the action of God’s Grace for salvation, the personal efforts of man himself are
also necessary. Man’s personal efforts alone are insufficient for his salvation–but they are necessary, for
without them, God’s Grace will not begin to work out the matter of his salvation.
Thus, man’s salvation is worked out simultaneously through the action of God’s saving Grace, and
through the personal efforts of man himself. According to the profound expression of certain of the

Fathers of the Church, God created man without the participation of man himself–but He does not save
him without his agreement and desire, for He created him unfettered. Man is free to choose good or
evil, salvation or ruin–and God does not impede his freedom, although He constantly summons him to
salvation.
Footnote:
1. That is, baptism is a regeneration, a liberation from the fear of death and a new beginning in the Holy
Church. It is not at all a forgiveness for some sort of “original sin,but only for one’s own personal sins.
STUDY GUIDE
Complete the following:
1. “Without Me, ______________________________________________.”
2. The Christian life which saves us, _________________________, and is _____________________.
3. Baptism is _________________________________________________.
4. Baptism washes _____________________________________________.
5. Holy Mysteries of the Church __________________________________.
6. Man’s salvation is ___________________________________________.
7. Man is free _________________________________________________.

X. Learning and Religion
Psychologists recognize three basic powers or capabilities in man’s soul: mind, emotion (heart) and will.
Through his mind, man acquires knowledge of the surrounding world and its life, and also of all the
conscious experiences of his personal soul. Through his emotions (heart), man responds to the effects
and impressions from the external world and from his own experiences. Some of them are pleasant for
him and he likes them, others are unpleasant and he does not like them. Moreover, one person’s
concepts of “pleasantand “unpleasantdo not coincide with those of another. What one person likes is
not always liked by another and vice versa (from this fact, we derive the saying, “in matters of taste
there can be no dispute”). Finally, man’s will is that strength of soul through which he enters into the
world and acts in it. Man’s moral character depends very strongly upon the character and direction of
his will.
Returning to the question of the development in man of his spiritual personality, we must note that in
working on his “I”, man must develop those capabilities of his soul mind, heart and will–correctly and in
a Christian way.
Man’s mind develops most rapidly of the three, primarily through the study of the sciences, and through
education. It is not correct to think that Christianity considers the so called “worldlysciences or
education as unnecessary (or even harmful). The whole history of the Church in the ancient centuries
speaks against this erroneous view. It is sufficient just to look at the three great teachers and hierarchs,
Sts. Basil the Great, Gregory the Theologian and John Chrysostom. They were among the most highly
educated people of their time, having learned well the purely worldly science of their era. The science of
that era bore a definite pagan cast, but they were able to master what was necessary and useful in this

learning and to discard what was useless and unnecessary. Moreover, we must value learned worldly
education now, when past pagan admixtures have disappeared from learning and it strives for a
comprehension of pure truth. It is true that even now many scholars erroneously assume that science
contradicts religion and they add their antireligious views to scientific truths. But pure science is not at
fault in this and Christianity always greets and blesses serious worldly education in which the thinking
powers and capabilities of man are formed and strengthened.
It is self-understood that a Christian, while accepting worldly education, places an even greater
significance upon religious education (and up-bringing). One must remember that Christianity is not
solely and exclusively a sphere of experiences and feelings. No, Christianity is a completely finished
cycle, a system of corresponding knowledges, of the most varied data relating not only to the religious,
but also to the scientific area. To begin with, how could we Christians fail to know the life of the Saviour,
His miracles and teaching! How, moreover, could we fail to know the history of our Holy Church and its
divine services which must be known and understood: and for this, learning is necessary.
The significance of Christianity as an all-sided and finished system of learning is particularly clearly seen
in the courses in Christian morality and doctrine (formerly taught in Russian secondary schools). In
these, Christianity is seen to be a very rich system of learning, encompassing and explaining to man the
whole world, himself, and showing the true sense and aim of his earthly life.
But this too must be remembered: having received the learning of a religious education, the fullness of
knowledge about God’s Truth, man, knowing truth, must serve it and heed its voice. The Lord Himself
said, “He who is not with Me is against Me.And in relation to Him and His holy will and law, indifference,
coldness and failure to fulfill this law are disastrous for the soul and make man an enemy of Christ and
His Truth. Thus, one must never forget His words: “Why do you call Me Lord, Lord, and yet not do what I
say?Similarly, His Apostle says, “Not the hearers of the law, but the fulfillers of the law will be justified.”
STUDY GUIDE
Write and answer five questions which highlight this lesson.

XI. Emotional Development
Let us now turn to the matter of the development of man’s heart. Under the category of the heart we
understand the capability of pleasant and unpleasant sensations. These sensations are of different
sorts–from the lowest organic sensations up to the highest esthetic moral and religious feelings. The
higher feelings are also called emotions. The education of man’s heart consists in the development of
these emotions in it.
Let us pause on one such emotion–the esthetic feeling. Esthetic feeling is the term which signifies the
sense of the beautiful–the ability of man to behold and understand, to enjoy and be enthralled by any
beauty, by all things beautiful no matter where or how they appear to us. Such delight in beauty can
either reach a turbulent, fiery ecstasy or a quiet, calm, profound feeling. Thus, the esthetic feeling is
indissolubly tied with the idea of the beautiful, with the concept of beauty.

“But,one asks, “what is beauty?”
This question may have different answers. The best reply is this: beauty is the full harmony between the
content and form of a given idea. The purer, the more salient and more perfect the form in which this
idea is transferred, the more there will be beauty present, the more beautiful the phenomenon will be.
Of course, Orthodox Christianity sees the highest beauty in God, in Whom there is the fullness of all
beauty and perfection.
Esthetic feeling of one degree or another is inherent in every person, but is far from being developed
correctly, in full measure, in every case. Its proper development and direction are brought about by
uncovering the person’s ability to correctly evaluate one or another phenomenon, or work of art. An
esthetically educated person is able to find features of perfection and beauty in a good picture,
composition or literary work. He can himself understand and evaluate it and can explain to another
what, precisely, is beautiful in a given work of art, what its content is and in what form it is transferred.
Orthodox Christianity knows how to evaluate and love beauty. And we see beauty in Orthodoxy
everywhere–in church architecture, in the divine services, in the music of church singing and in
iconography. Moreover, it is notable that beauty in nature was loved and valued by the strictest of our
ascetics, who had completely renounced the world. The leading monasteries of Russia were founded in
localities distinguished by their beauty.
In this, the bright spirit of Orthodoxy is manifested in its relationship to everything truly beautiful. In the
Gospel, we see how Christ our Saviour tenderly and lovingly regarded lilies of the field, birds, fig-trees
and grape-vines. Even in the Old Testament times the prophet King David, contemplating the beauty and
majesty of God’s creation, exclaimed, “In wisdom hast Thou made them all ... glory to Thee O Lord Who
has created all things...In another psalm, he addresses nature as if it were conscious, saying, “Let
everything that hath breath praise the Lord ... Praise Him sun and moon, praise Him stars and lights ...”
But, of course, Orthodox Christianity can not limit its concept of the truly beautiful only to what pleases
our sense of beauty by the elegance of its form, but must see as truly beautiful all that is morally
valuable. True beauty always elevates, ennobles, enlightens man’s soul and sets before it the ideals of
truth and good. An Orthodox Christian never acknowledges as beautiful that phenomenon or work of art
which, even though it be of perfect execution, does not purify and enlighten man’s soul but rather
debases and soils it.
STUDY GUIDE
1. What does the education of man’s heart consist of?
2. What does esthetic feeling mean?
3. What is beauty?
4. What can an Orthodox Christian limit himself to?

XI. Emotional Development
Let us now turn to the matter of the development of man’s heart. Under the category of the heart we
understand the capability of pleasant and unpleasant sensations. These sensations are of different
sorts–from the lowest organic sensations up to the highest esthetic moral and religious feelings. The
higher feelings are also called emotions. The education of man’s heart consists in the development of
these emotions in it.
Let us pause on one such emotion–the esthetic feeling. Esthetic feeling is the term which signifies the
sense of the beautiful–the ability of man to behold and understand, to enjoy and be enthralled by any
beauty, by all things beautiful no matter where or how they appear to us. Such delight in beauty can
either reach a turbulent, fiery ecstasy or a quiet, calm, profound feeling. Thus, the esthetic feeling is
indissolubly tied with the idea of the beautiful, with the concept of beauty.
“But,one asks, “what is beauty?”
This question may have different answers. The best reply is this: beauty is the full harmony between the
content and form of a given idea. The purer, the more salient and more perfect the form in which this
idea is transferred, the more there will be beauty present, the more beautiful the phenomenon will be.
Of course, Orthodox Christianity sees the highest beauty in God, in Whom there is the fullness of all
beauty and perfection.
Esthetic feeling of one degree or another is inherent in every person, but is far from being developed
correctly, in full measure, in every case. Its proper development and direction are brought about by
uncovering the person’s ability to correctly evaluate one or another phenomenon, or work of art. An
esthetically educated person is able to find features of perfection and beauty in a good picture,
composition or literary work. He can himself understand and evaluate it and can explain to another
what, precisely, is beautiful in a given work of art, what its content is and in what form it is transferred.
Orthodox Christianity knows how to evaluate and love beauty. And we see beauty in Orthodoxy
everywhere–in church architecture, in the divine services, in the music of church singing and in
iconography. Moreover, it is notable that beauty in nature was loved and valued by the strictest of our
ascetics, who had completely renounced the world. The leading monasteries of Russia were founded in
localities distinguished by their beauty.
In this, the bright spirit of Orthodoxy is manifested in its relationship to everything truly beautiful. In the
Gospel, we see how Christ our Saviour tenderly and lovingly regarded lilies of the field, birds, fig-trees
and grape-vines. Even in the Old Testament times the prophet King David, contemplating the beauty and
majesty of God’s creation, exclaimed, “In wisdom hast Thou made them all ... glory to Thee O Lord Who
has created all things...In another psalm, he addresses nature as if it were conscious, saying, “Let
everything that hath breath praise the Lord ... Praise Him sun and moon, praise Him stars and lights ...”
But, of course, Orthodox Christianity can not limit its concept of the truly beautiful only to what pleases
our sense of beauty by the elegance of its form, but must see as truly beautiful all that is morally

valuable. True beauty always elevates, ennobles, enlightens man’s soul and sets before it the ideals of
truth and good. An Orthodox Christian never acknowledges as beautiful that phenomenon or work of art
which, even though it be of perfect execution, does not purify and enlighten man’s soul but rather
debases and soils it.
STUDY GUIDE
1. What does the education of man’s heart consist of?
2. What does esthetic feeling mean?
3. What is beauty?
4. What can an Orthodox Christian limit himself to?

XII. Emotional Development in Children; And on Christian Hope
The esthetic feeling which we examined in the preceding chapter is but one of the emotions of the
human heart. Understandably, many other emotions have a greater significance for the Christian. For
example, the elevated feelings of sympathy and antipathy of mercy, compassion, etc. must be
developed in the heart of the Orthodox Christian –if possible, from the very earliest years.
Alas, all too often this does not happen. Unfortunately, in many good Orthodox Christian families, life is
arranged in such a way that the parents consciously guard their children from contact with human need,
sorrow, heavy difficulties and trials. Such an excessive protection of children from sober reality brings
only negative results. Children who have grown up under greenhouse conditions, separated from life,
grow up soft, spoiled and not well adjusted for life, often thick-skinned egoists, accustomed only to
demanding and receiving and not knowing how to yield, to serve or to be useful to others. Life can break
such people cruelly and sometimes punishes them unbearably, often from their early school years. It is
necessary, therefore, for those who love their children to temper them. Above all, there must always be
one definite Orthodox Christian aim set before both parents and children: that children, while growing
and developing physically, must also grow and develop spiritually, that they become better, kinder,
more pious and more sympathetic.
In order to accomplish this, however, it is necessary to allow children to come into contact with people’s
needs and wants, and to give them the opportunity to help. Then children themselves will strive for
goodness and truth, for everything that is pure, good and bright is especially near to the soul of the
unspoiled child.
Those emotions about which we have spoken, including the highest of them –mercy and compassion–
are met with in all people. Speaking now of feelings of a purely Christian kind, we pause on the feeling of
Christian hope. Christian hope can be defined as a sincere, vivid remembrance of God, inseparably tied
with the assurance of His Fatherly love and help. A man who has such hope always and everywhere feels
himself under the Father’s protection just as he everywhere and always sees the infinite vault of heaven
above him in the physical world. Therefore, an Orthodox Christian having hope in God will never come
to despair, will never feel himself hopelessly alone.
A situation can seem hopeless only to an unbeliever. A believer, one who hopes in God, knows His

nearness to the sorrowing human heart and will find comfort, courage and help in Him.
Of course, the crown and summit of Christian hope is in the future. We Orthodox Christians know that
our Symbol of Faith, in which all the basic truths of Christianity are gathered, ends with the words, “I
await (expect and earnestly long for) the resurrection of the dead and the life of the age to come,
Amen.”
So a full realization of the bright Christian hope will arrive when life finally triumphs over death and
God’s truth over worldly untruth. Then every woe will be healed, for “God will wipe away every tear
from their eyes and death shall be no more, neither shall there be anguish nor grief nor pain anymore...”
“And eternal joy will be in their hands.(Rev.21 :4; Is.35:10).
Here is the summit, crown and full realization of Orthodox Christian hope and the triumph of those who,
in this earthly life, were persecuted and oppressed and banished for Christ’s truth.
STUDY GUIDE
1. What are the “greenhouse conditionsin many families?
2. What happens to children raised in a “greenhouse”?
3. What should be one common goal of both parents?
4. Define Christian hope.
5. What is the Symbol of Faith?

XIII. The Education and Development of Man’s Will
We must now examine the question of the training and development of man’s will. The moral character
and moral value of man’s personality depends most of all on the direction and strength of the will. Of
course, everyone understands that for a Christian it is necessary to have: first, a strong and decisive will,
and second, a will which is firmly directed toward the good of the neighbor, toward the side of good and
not evil.
How is one to develop a strong will? The answer is simple–above all through the exercise of the will. To
do this, as with a bodily exercise, it is necessary to begin slowly, little by little. However, having begun to
exercise one’s will in anything (e.g., in a constant struggle with one’s sinful habits or whims) this work on
oneself must never cease. Moreover, a Christian who wishes to strengthen his will, his character, must
from the very beginning avoid all dissipation, disorder and inconsistency of behavior. Otherwise, he will
be a characterless person, not presenting himself as anything definite. Neither other people nor even
the person himself can rely on such an individual. In the Holy Scripture such a person is called a reed
shaking in the wind.
Discipline is necessary for every one of us. It has such vital significance that without it, a correct, normal
order and success in work is impossible. In the life of each individual it is of primary importance, for
inner self-discipline takes the place of external school or military discipline here. Man must place himself
in definite frame-works, having created definite conditions and an order of life - and not depart from
this.

Let us note this, too: man’s habits have a large significance in the matter of strengthening the will. We
have already seen that bad, sinful habits are a great obstacle for a Christian, moral life. On the other
hand, good habits are a valuable acquisition for the soul and, therefore, man must teach himself much
good so that what is good becomes his own–habitual. This is especially important in early years, when
man’s character is still forming. It is not in vain that we say that the second half of man’s earthly life is
formed from habits acquired in the first half of this life.
Probably no one would argue against the fact that man needs a strong will. In life we meet people with
various degrees of strength of will. It often happens that a person who is very gifted, talented, with a
strong mind and a profound good heart, turns out to be weak willed and cannot carry out his plans in
life, no matter how good and valuable they might be. On the contrary, it happens that a less talented
and gifted person, but one with a greater strength of will, stronger in character, succeeds in life.
A more important quality of the human will, however, is its correct direction to the side of good and not
evil. If a good but weak-willed person can turn out to be of little use to society, then a person with a
strong, but evil, destructive will is dangerous; and the stronger his evil will, the more dangerous he is.
From this it is clear how extremely important are those principles, those basic foundations and rules by
which man’s will is guided. An unprincipled man is a moral insignificance, not having any moral
foundations, and dangerous for those around him.
From what source can man’s will draw for itself these principles in order to act according to them? For
an unbelieving person, an answer to this is extremely difficult and essentially impossible. Are they to be
drawn from science? But science, in the first place, is interested primarily in questions of knowledge and
not morals, and secondly, it does not contain anything solid and constant in principles, since it
ceaselessly widens, deepens and changes much. From philosophy? But philosophy itself teaches about
the relativity and not any unconditional authenticity of its truths. From practical life? Even less. This life
itself is in need of positive principles which can purge it of unruly, principleless conditions.
Though the answer to the present question is so difficult for unbelievers, for a believing Christian the
answer is simple and clear. The source of good principles is God’s will. It is revealed to us in the Saviour’s
teaching, in His Holy Gospel. It alone has an unconditional steadfast authority in this area; and only it
has taught us self-sacrifice and Christian freedom, Christian equality and brotherhood (an understanding
stolen from it by those not of the Faith). The Lord Himself said of true Christians, “not everyone who
says to Me, Lord, Lord, will enter the kingdom of heaven, but he who does the will of My Father Who is
in heaven(Mt. 7:21).
STUDY GUIDE
Outline Chapter 13 with the following guide:
I. The Education && Development of Man’s Will
A. Examine _____________________________
1. Moral character _____________________________

a. First _____________________________
b. Second _____________________________
B. How to develop a strong will.
1. Exercise _____________________________
a. Little _____________________________
2. Avoid _____________________________
3. Discipline _____________________________
a. Man must _____________________________
C. Habits
1. Good habits _____________________________
D. The Quality of Human Will
1. If a good _____________________________
II. Principles
A. From science _____________________________
B. From philosophy _____________________________
C. From practical life _____________________________
Matt. 7:21 _____________________________

XIV. Strenghening the Will With Work and Vows
Work is an indispensable characteristic of every virtue of man which strengthens his will. It is an
obedience placed by God upon sinful man when he lost paradise: “in the sweat of your brow you will eat
your food.Therefore, each one of us must work.
In the First Epistle to the Thessalonians, Apostle Paul wrote about the necessity of work: “We beg you,
brethren ... to go about your own business and to work with your own hands, as we commanded
you(4:11). In the Second Epistle, he sharply rebuked those who act indecently and are superstitious, and
he precisely sets forth his appeal to work: “He who will not work, will not eat.We must note here that
Orthodoxy never divides work into “white collarand “blue collarwork. Such divisions are accepted in
contemporary society which (although less so now) has tended to regard physical labor disdainfully.
Orthodoxy requires only that a person’s work be honorable and bring corresponding benefit. From an
Orthodox Christian point of view, a person who treats his obligations disdainfully, though he be in a high
and responsible post, is far lower than the most insignificant of his subordinates who fulfill their
obligations conscientiously, in an Orthodox Christian manner. Moreover, one can easily discover through
personal experience what a fulfilling satisfaction is felt by one who works honorably and well, and what
a squalid sediment remains in the soul after time spent in thoughtless emptiness.

A false and sinful view of work and amusement is becoming widespread in contemporary society.
People look upon work as something very unpleasant, like a heavy, subjecting yoke, and they strive to
remove themselves from it as quickly as possible. All their efforts are directed toward “rest(--from
what?) and toward being amused ... Rest and amusement are pleasant and enjoyable only when they
are earned by previous work. In order to prevent that emptiness and diffuseness in the soul which are so
common now in our nervous, restless, vain times, an Orthodox Christian must learn to concentrate, to
gather himself together. One must observe oneself in all respects and give oneself an account of one’s
moods and longings. One must also consider what must be done at any given moment and the aim
toward which to direct one’s efforts.
Speaking of strengthening the will, we must also remember those instances when a person feels his will
to be powerless to withstand some temptation or sinful habit which has taken root. In such a case, one
must remember that the first and basic means at such times is prayer, a humble prayer of faith and
hope. More will be said about prayer further on. In the meantime, let us recall that even such a
spiritually strong person as the Apostle Paul spoke of his impotence to struggle with sin and do good:
“The good which I desire to do, I do not, but the evil I do not want to do, I do.How much more is it so
with us then, who are ill and weak! But prayer can help us, since through it we receive God’s almighty
strength to help our powerlessness.
In addition to prayer, vows and pledges have a great significance in the strengthening of the will in the
struggle with sin. A vow is a personal promise to do any good, beneficial deed, for example, to help a
person in poverty, to build a church or public institution, to adopt an orphan, to make a pilgrimage, etc.
When applied to our personal lives, such vows can consist of the following: if a person notices himself
deficient in any way–not helpful to others, lazy, having little concern for the family, etc., he must select a
definite, constant good deed in this area and make himself fulfill it unfailingly, as his obligation. Pledges
are negative vows. One gives a pledge not to commit one or another sin, to struggle in the most resolute
manner with one or another sinful habit (for example, to cease drinking, smoking, swearing, etc.) ... It is
obvious that a person must give vows or pledges only after having assessed his strength and resolved
that with God’s help he will fulfill them no matter what. The Saviour warns us against vows which are
made carelessly, without thought and not according to our strength, in the parable about the unwise
builder. In the parable, the man began grandly to build a tower, but could not complete it and his
neighbors laughed at him, saying, “This man began to build and could not finish.”
If you have made a vow, then having called upon God’s help, set yourself to fulfill it unwaveringly.
STUDY GUIDE
Write and answer five good questions that highlight Chapter 14.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

XV. The Struggle Against Lust
Man consists of soul and body. Many ancient religions and philosophical teachings spoke of man’s soul
being created by God, while the body supposedly came from the evil principle–from the devil.
Orthodoxy teaches otherwise. Both the soul and body of man are created by God. According to
Apostolic teaching, after the mystery of baptism, man’s body is a temple of the Holy Spirit, and the
members of the body–through union with Christ in the mystery of Holy Communion–are members of
Christ. Therefore, man will pass over into the future eternal blessedness (or into eternal torment) with
his entire being–both the deathless soul, and the body which will be resurrected and reunited with the
soul before Christ’s judgment. This means that, while caring about one’s soul, an Orthodox Christian
must not leave the body without attention. One must guard it–guard it in an Orthodox way - not only
from illnesses, but also from sins which corrupt, defile and weaken it. Among such sins, the most
dangerous and harmful is licentiousness–the loss of chastity and bodily purity.
It gives us no particular joy to bring up this subject...but it is impossible not to mention it, since without
a doubt it is the sin most dangerous for youth.
We are speaking of fornication, of corruption and sexual degeneracy, which are without a doubt the
most terrible wounds of contemporary mankind. It is difficult to enumerate the terrible consequences
which follow after this sin like an inseparable shadow. We will not speak of specific illnesses which so
often result from a disordered life, but most to be feared is the final judgment of Him Who commanded
us to lead a pure and undefiled life...
How is one who wishes to preserve oneself pure and chaste to struggle with the temptation of this sin?
The answer is simple: first of all, by purity of thought and imagination. It is often claimed that sexual
need acts with such insurmountable strength that man is powerless to withstand it. This is a falsehood!
This is not a matter of “need,but of depravity and lechery, and results from a person’s unrestrained
provoking of himself with thoughts and desires. Of course, such a person builds upon the natural sexual
inclination to an excessive degree, and this brings him to sin. An Orthodox Christian, however, who is
God-loving and strict with himself, will never allow, never permit that bad desires and thoughts possess
his mind and heart. In order to accomplish this, he will call upon God’s help in prayer and by the sign of
the Cross, and struggle against such thoughts the instant they appear. By effort of the will one will bring
one’s thoughts over to prayer, or at least to other, more edifying subjects. If one allows oneself to be
inflamed by impure imagination, it means that one has depraved and ruined oneself. In order to struggle
with bad thoughts, an Orthodox person must firmly turn away from and quickly depart from all that can
elicit these bad thoughts. Our Saviour was not speaking in vain when He so strictly warns us of the
impure, lecherous gaze–and the gaze Christ warned us about went no further than looking. So
dangerous is mental temptation.
There are so many temptations: a general degeneration of morals and a departure from a pure, ordered
Orthodox life, a disturbed and harmful relationship to marriage and married life–these cannot help but
act upon the young soul. Added to this, there are motion pictures and literature vying with each other in
praising sin and describing it in the most alluring colors, with complete shamelessness. Contrived music,
dances and entertainments so blind contemporary, paganized “Christiansociety that it no longer

perceives their sin and harmfulness. Various types of obscene humor are now quite acceptable in
society. All this is a spiritual rottenness and pestilence, corrupting and killing the mind and heart of
man–all this cloud of temptations moves upon the young, developing soul of humanity.
Blessed is the one who from youth to the end of one’s days has remained pure in body and soul. Blessed
is the one who is brought with the fragrant freshness, strength of untouched power of the soul and
body, into a bright wedded union consecrated by God through the Church; or who preserves all this to
the grave in the radiant purity of virginity and chastity! God blesses only two paths for man on earth:
either the holy path of Christian marriage, an indissoluble union of two hearts; or else a higher and
holier path, a path of virginity, a consecration of oneself to God and neighbors–holy monasticism.
Terrible is the end of the path of him who disdains, ignores and stubbornly violates the laws of Orthodox
purity and truth given by God, thus killing the soul.
STUDY GUIDE
Define the following terms using the words from Chapter 15.
Man Man’s body (after baptism) Sin (most dangerous to youth) Pure and chaste Temptations Holy Path Holier Path –

XX. Insolvent Ethical Systems
All the qualities of a Christian relationship with neighbors–meekness, peacemaking, longsuffering, etc.–
clearly lead us to one basic and fundamental virtue. This virtue is Christian love, and it is the root
principle of Christian morality.
In addition to the moral system offered by Orthodox Christianity, there are also non-Christian, secular
moral systems. While they agree in many points with the teaching of Christian morality, these systems
nevertheless do not acknowledge the principle of Christian love as the basic teaching about morality.
They seem to be frightened by the height of love willed by the Gospel, and they seek principles for
themselves which are easier and more acceptable.
Of these secular systems of morality, the best known and most widely spread in practical life are
eudemonism and utilitarianism.
For eudemonism (epicurianism), the basis of morality is the quest for that form of happiness which is
native to mankind. Moreover, it understands happiness as the sum of the satisfactions and enjoyments
from which one’s life becomes pleasant. Eudemonists, nevertheless, differ in their opinions of precisely
what satisfactions one must seek in order to be happy. Some of them (if not the majority) speak almost
exclusively of coarse, sensual satisfactions. Apostle Paul described the basic ideal of such eudemonism

as, “Let us eat and drink, for tomorrow we shall be dead.”
Other eudemonists, pointing out that enthusiasm for sensual satisfactions destroys one’s body and soul,
recommend that one not be captivated by them. They advise that one ought rather to obtain
satisfactions which are more stable and prolonged, and also more spiritualized. Such, for example, are
music, poetry and various types of art and science in general.
Naturally, neither form of eudemonism is an acceptable principle of morality for Orthodox Christians.
The fundamental question of morality is the difference between good and evil, between what is good
and what is bad. Eudemonism, however, speaks of what is pleasant and what is unpleasant. No one
could argue the point that these are far from being one and the same thing. Clearly, eudemonistic
people will, in practical life, always be egoists who willfully demand and take what is pleasant for
themselves, refusing what is unpleasant (even when acting otherwise might be pleasant and beneficial
to others). Moreover, what morality can we speak of in a situation where all people are endeavoring to
obtain only that which they like?
When viewed from the strictly Orthodox Christian point of view, eudemonism becomes even more
insolvent and positively absurd. Orthodoxy constantly turns one’s thoughts to the immortality of the
soul and to one’s account of one’s earthly life and behavior at the Judgment. What awaits the
eudemonistic egoist at the judgment by Him Who will ask them about matters of love and help to their
suffering brother? Their lot will be the fate of the rich man in the parable of the rich man and Lazarus. It
cannot be otherwise since a fundamental and well known principle in Christianity is: “Enter in at the
strait* gate: for wide is the gate and broad is the way that leads to destruction, and there are many who
go in there: Because strait is the gate and narrow is the way which leads to life, and there are few who
find it.” (Mt. 7:13-14).
Utilitarianism (a philosophy of the common good) is a somewhat better system of non-Christian
morality. This system enjoins one to do what is beneficial, rather than what is pleasant, for one. Even so,
this moral system cannot be called solvent. The concept of “beneficial” seldom coincides with the
concept of “good” as something absolutely good. Medicine, for example, is beneficial in restoring
health, but at the same time, weapons–a revolver or a knife–are beneficial to a thief in the fulfillment of
his evil intent. Thus, the principle of usefulness, or beneficialness, can not be established as a basis of
morality. If we express this utilitarian principle in a concise form: “Act in a way that is beneficial (i.e.,
advantageous) to you,” then it is clear that here again we have the elevation of that same coarse egoism
which we have already mentioned.
For this reason, some utilitarian philosophers strive to soften this ideal by recommending that one
pursue not only one’s own personal advantage, but the common good, common benefit in which, they
claim, the personal good of each individual is to be found. In this case, utilitarianism appears in a more
ennobled and lofty form. It nevertheless retains its first basic insolvency: the fact that the concepts of
“useful “and “good” do not necessarily coincide. Secondly, there are situations in practical life in which
one can be restrained from crime by religious feelings–apprehension to violate the law of Highest Truth–
but not by the dry rationale of utilitarianism. Utilitarianism cannot give one moral support when one is

wavering on the edge of temptation...
Thus, Orthodox Christians can in no way view either eudemonism or utilitarianism as solvent systems of
morality. These systems are now very widely developed, but we must note nevertheless that their
adherents are often completely orderly people. Why? Because much of social morality and opinion still
bear the imprint of the influence of Christianity... It is only because of this that people who consider
themselves to be eudemonists or utilitarians can, in real life, be honorable and orderly. Because of this
Christian moral influence, utilitarian and eudemonistic ideas are often cloaked in a mantle of Christian
idealism.
*strait: Tight. narrow, strict, rigorous: a narrow, difficult place of passage.
STUDY GUIDE
Answer the following questions:
1.What is the virtue of Christian morality?
2. How do non-Christian, secular moral systems differ from Orthodox Christianity?
3. What is endemonism? (explain)
4. What does Apostle Paul say of endemonism?
5. What is the fundamental question of morality?
6. What is utilitarianism?
7. What do some utilitarian philosophers strive to soften?
XXI. Christian Love as the Basic Principle of Morality
We have observed that those systems of morality which do not found themselves upon the Gospel
teaching of love are insolvent. We have also observed that Christian morality is completely established
on the law of love; this law is the basis and summit of it.
What, exactly, is this Christian love? In its fully developed state, it is the most elevated, powerful and
radiant of all human feelings. It is manifested as an experience of special spiritual and moral nearness, of
a most strong inner gravitation of one person to another. The heart of a loving person is open to the one
who is loved, and is ready to receive him to itself–and ready to give itself to the other. “You
Corinthians,” Apostle Paul wrote to his beloved spiritual children, “Our heart is enlarged for you . . .
there is room for you in us...” “Thus all will know that you are my disciples if you will have love among
you,” (Jn. 13:39) said the Lord Jesus Christ to His Apostles (and through them to all of us).
Christian love is a special feeling which draws one near to God Who is Love Itself, in the words of His
beloved Apostle (1 Jn. 4:8). In the sphere of earthly feelings, there is none higher than a love which is
ready for self-sacrifice. And the whole history of God’s relationship to man is a continuous history of the
self-sacrifice of Heavenly love. The Heavenly King leads the sinner–the one who has opposed and
betrayed Him–by the hand to salvation, and for the sake of the sinner’s salvation, He does not spare
even His Only Begotten Son. The Son of God came down from heaven, was made Incarnate, suffered
and died so that He, through the Resurrection, could give the sinner that blessed eternity which he had

lost by his own betrayal. Before His sufferings, moreover, He gave His faithful a bequeath, a
commandment and ideal of love: “As I loved you, so you too love one another.”
Such is the ideal of self-less Christian love. It embraces everyone, not just friends, but also enemies. In
the Gospel, the Lord pointedly says: “If you love those who love you, what credit is that to you? For even
the sinners love those who love them.” (Lk. 6:32) By these words, the Lord warns us against the
egoistically selfish character of non-Christian, pagan love. In such egoistic love, the main element is our
personal “I”, our self-gratification which we receive from this feeling. The Lord commanded something
else of Christians: “Love your enemies, bless those who curse you, do good to those who hate you and
pray for those who offend and persecute you.” Thus, a Christian loves other people, not for their good
or obliging disposition, but for themselves; they are dear to him in themselves and the Christian’s love
seeks their salvation, even if they treat him as an enemy.
Perhaps nowhere in the Holy Scripture is the essence and nature of Christian love so clearly revealed as
in chapter thirteen of Apostle Paul’s First Epistle to the Corinthians. This chapter is appropriately called
“the hymn of Christian love.” Here, the Apostle compares Christian love with various spiritual gifts and
virtues. He calls love the most excellent path (at the end of chapter twelve), and then explains, with
unshakeable conviction, how much higher it is than all the gifts and experiences of man.
“Though I speak with the tongues of men and of angels, but do not have love,” the Apostle says, “then I
am as clanging brass and a tinkling cymbal” (like spiritless objects which act only on the external senses
of man and not on his heart). And all the higher gifts and virtues–prophecy, understanding of all
mysteries, wonder-working, faith and even struggles of self-denial and martyrdom: without love they
are nothing, and only from love do they acquire their worth.
“Love is longsuffering and merciful, does not envy or exalt itself, is not proud nor unseemly of conduct.”
It makes one patient, meek, humble and of good-will toward everyone.
“Love does not seek its own, is not easily angered, does not think evil, does not rejoice in iniquity, but
rejoices in truth.”
This is a victorious force, the power of humble love, which destroys the egoism and evil which nest in
man’s heart. This true love always seeks truth and verity and not falsehood and obligingness. Finally,
“Love covers all things, believes all things, hopes in all things, endures all things. Love never fails.”
Truly, never. Nothing will break it, neither trials nor torments, nor sorrow, nor deprivations, nor
disenchantment. And it will go with a Christian to a new and better world where it will blossom out in all
its fullness when all other gifts have disappeared, and faith and hope have already ceased. Faith will be
replaced by the sight of the reality, “face to face” and hope will come to realization; love alone will reign
“unto ages of ages, forever.” And thus, the same Apostle says, “Love is the fulfillment of the law...” (Rm.
12:10).
STUDY GUIDE

Complete the following statements.
1. We have also observed
2. What, exactly, is this Christian love? In its
3. Christian love is
4. It embraces
5. Lk. 6:32
6. Love is
7. Love does not
8. This is a victorious force
9. Love covers
10. Love never
11. Nothing will break
XXII. The Orthodox Family
The basic task of Orthodox Christianity is to teach people to live according to God’s will so that, through
it, they will be brought to eternal blessedness. Some people vainly wish to reduce Christianity to a mere
narrowly–individualized sphere or religious experiences. Christianity, however, is life; it is a new seal on
all the vital relationships of people. And no impartial person would doubt or contradict the fact of its
influence on life. It is sufficient to point out that even though life and the behavior of people on earth
have not strayed far from Christian ideals, nevertheless, their concepts and views were formulated on
the Christian type. The work of many of the best artists and scientists bears a clearly Christian imprint
upon them. Further, such consoling phenomena as the disappearance of slavery, the appearance of a
whole series of institutions of charity and enlightenment, and much else, are undoubtedly obligated to
Christianity for their beginnings. But perhaps, the transforming and elevating influence of Christianity
has been experienced most of all by the first cell of the order of social life –the family.
The great responsibility for an Orthodox Christian person is to choose a friend for life. God’s word says
of the Christian marriage, “be two in one flesh,” that is, in marriage, two people form one organism, one
common life. An Orthodox Christian wife thinks first of all about her husband, and then about herself.
Likewise, the husband first cares for his wife, then for himself. The Lord tempered such a Christian
marital union by His Divine word, “What God unites, let man not separate.” It is noteworthy that in such
a Christian marriage, the love of the partners has that very same selfless, self–denying character by
which purely Christian love is distinguished. With good reason, Apostle Paul compares the marital union
with the union of Christ and the Church, and he says, “Husbands, love your wives as Christ loved the
Church and gave Himself up for her.” In Christian marriage, the unification of loving personalities
becomes so all–comprehensive and full, the mutual dedication of the spouses so deep and absolute,
that they resemble each other in everything, and sometimes (in old age) they even come to resemble
each other externally. And their life passes in full accord, in full dedication to the will of Christ the
Saviour and His Holy Church.
But it becomes so heavy in our own days to see the precipitous, unthinkingly careless and completely
un–Christian disposition of contemporary youth to this most serious question. One must now repeatedly
observe how marriages are concluded not through a serious, deep, examined feeling of love, but

through enamorousness, a feeling which is not deep, and is very low in moral relationship. Often, the
content of such an enamoured state is, alas, in essence only animal passions, only an “agitation of young
blood” (and sometimes not young, but old and dirty). Together with this, in the pre–wedding time of
such marriages, one constantly observes deceit and self–embellishing of both body and soul, a
hypocritical desire not to be, but to seem to be better and more beautiful. Life, however, can be built
only on truth; it cannot survive on falsehood. From this, there ensues the disenchantment of spouses
with each other and the aberration of divorces.
Christian marriage is a single life lived by two in unification. With the years, marital life only strengthens,
becomes deeper, more spiritual. Of course, passionate love, connected with each person’s natural
sexual inclination and purely physical attraction also enters into Christian marital love. In a truly
Christian marriage, however, such passionate love enters into the attachment only incidentally, and
never has such a significance and strength as in non–Christian marital unions. In the lives of Saints, we
see a multitude of examples in which Christian spouses, through mutual agreement, renounced sexual
life, either from the very beginning of the marriage or even after forty years. It is noteworthy that in
such a marriage, when the ascetic–spouses live “as brother and sister,” their mutual love is distinguished
by a special strength of devotion, all–embracing fidelity and mutual respect. Thus does Christianity
consecrate, elevate and transform a marriage union.
In a Christian family, not only the relationship of husband and wife is considered, but also that of
children and parents. Christianity again places its imprint on this interrelationship.
In each good family there must, without fail, be a single family life. “Our” must always take precedence
to the personal “my” in such a relationship. It is not in vain that all members of the family bear one
common surname, for they must live a common, cordial life. The head of the family is the husband. The
well–being of the family is formed on him and on his toils. The family is his first duty. Of those who do
not look after their own family, Apostle Paul says bluntly and quite clearly: “If anyone does not care for
his own, and especially for his own household, he has denied the faith and is worse than an unbeliever”
(1 Tm.5:8).
It often happens that, in directing their children to one or another path, parents act so strongly against
the will of a child’s inclinations and heart’s desire that they are generally unjust. Apostle Paul speaks
against this, pointedly saying: “Parents, do not anger your children so that they do not despair, but raise
them in the Lord’s teaching and instruction” (Col.3:21; Eph.6:4). To demand of children what exceeds
their strength only plunges them into despondency. There is an even greater injustice: for a child, the
father is the highest authority, and woe if their authority betrays that feeling of trust, a feeling which is
far stronger in a child than in an adult. This is followed by a situation which is simply inescapable for the
child. It is even worse, however, when the parents spoil their children too much, are too condescending
toward them and often leave them without supervision. The child can receive a great moral ruin from
this; as we have seen, God’s word orders parents to raise and instruct children in the Lord’s law...
The matter of raising children falls primarily on the mother. This is natural, since no one is so close to the
soul and heart of the child as its mother. It is not without reason that a child runs directly to its mother,

crying “Mama” when it is hurt. There is a great task before the mother: to raise a son or daughter as a
believing Christian, good, responsive, work-loving, useful to the Church and to society, and to raise the
child thus byword and example and love and strictness. This is the sanctuary of her service to the Lord;
her work is no less important than the husband’s work for the family. Shame and dishonor to those
mothers who shirk from the raising of their children and give them over to be cared for by hired
persons, forgetting that it is so easy to ruin or soil the child’s soul. Moreover, can anyone really replace a
child’s mother?
But children must understand their responsibilities no less than the parents. Everyone knows the fifth
commandment of God’s law, about honoring the parents. Apostle Paul enjoins children to “submit to
your parents in the Lord, for justice requires this.” And, of course, this requirement is brought forth
precisely by justice. For, children are obligated in all things to their parents who take care of them,
loving, toiling, denying themselves in much, raising their children by their own love, often helping them
even when they have already become adults and independent people.
How often, though, is the fifth commandment violated among us! Even those children who are
convinced that they sincerely and deeply love their parents, often do not heed them, which means that
they do not honor them. Love is always united with obedience. And the older children become, the
more self–willed they become, alas, affronting their parents, reproaching them to their face for their
“backwardness” and not considering their authority in anything. Is this respect for parents?.
Thus, in its basic sense, the fifth commandment speaks of honoring parents. Nevertheless, it also speaks
in consideration of all those who occupy similar positions for a Christian: teachers, educators, etc.; and
especially, the representatives of lawful authority who preserve the order of society. Apostle Paul
directed us to pray: “for rulers and all those in authority,” and in many places in his epistles, he taught to
submit to the authorities. More important, of course, for the Christian, is the honoring of Church
authorities –the pastors of the Church, especially the bishops, and also the pastor who is his spiritual
father and answers before God for his soul. Apostle Paul says, “Submit yourselves (to your spiritual
instructors,) for they watch over your souls and must give account...” And the Lord Himself said to His
apostles, and in their persons to the pastors of the Church, “Whoever listens to you, listens to Me, but
whoever does not listen to you, does not listen to Me.”
STUDY GUIDE
Summarize the following terms using the text of this chapter.
Orthodox Christianity –
Christianity –
Orthodox Christian (wife) –
Orthodox Christian (husband) –
Christian marriage –
Christian family –
Apostle Paul (on this subject) –
5th Commandment –
Summarize Chapter 22 in your own words.

XXIII. Family and Society: Patriotism
A strong and healthy family is the first and basic unit of society and of the state. The strongest and most
well organized state will come to a condition of decline and disintegration if its family unit falls apart and
there are no bases of family life and upbringing. If, on the other hand, the family unit is strong and the
upbringing is healthy, then in the event of a major external destruction of the forms of state life, the
people remain capable of carrying on life and can re–establish the strength and unity of the state.
A Christian family must not lock itself up within itself or turn itself into a “chicken coop.” Such a life is
family egoism. A person who lives in it has no interests outside his own family, does not want to know of
the joys and sorrows of the surrounding world and does not serve it in any way. Such a life is not a
Christian life and such a family is not a Christian family. A Christian family, as a cell or unit of society, is a
part of it which is inseparably united with its whole. It actively participates in the society’s life and serves
its neighbors.
According to the clear teaching of the Gospel, moreover, the living relationship of the Christian must not
be locked up within the framework of the family, but must be expressed also in the framework of the
national state. Christian love is pan–human. For a Christian, each person, no matter to what nation he
may belong, is his neighbor whom he must love according to the commandment of the Saviour. We are
clearly told this by the parable of the merciful Samaritan, and especially by its categorical conclusion. In
this parable, the Saviour showed the pharisee the degree of mercy and love which the good Samaritan
bestowed upon the robbed and wounded Jew –a man from a nation inimical to his own. Further He told
the pharisee, “Go and do likewise.” Such is the law of Christian love.
But if we Christians are called to such an all–embracing love, then are we not compelled to accept
cosmopolitanism –that teaching of the brotherhood of all people, according to which man is a “citizen of
the universe,” and not of his own state? According to this teaching, mankind must become one family,
without any state–national differences and divisions.
We do not doubt that the positive part of cosmopolitanism’s teaching approaches close to Christianity.
It undoubtedly took its appeals for brotherhood, love and mutual help directly from Christianity. These
appeals are purely Christian. It is, however, only these Christian ideas which are of value in
cosmopolitanism. Cosmopolitanism has, however, added much distorted falsehood and error to this
element of truth. Because of this; its teaching has become narrowly one–sided and artificial, and thus
not vital. Such errors include all the tenets of cosmopolitanism which speak against feelings of
patriotism and the duty of service to the native–land, its good–estate and safety.
One can, in fact, observe that the lives of the verbose preachers of cosmopolitanism are dry and
incapable of sincere, compassionate relationships. With foam at the mouth they cry about their love for
mankind, but cannot love their neighbor as is necessary. Christianity does not teach this false, one–sided
cosmopolitanism. Christ commanded us to have, not an artificial “love for mankind,” but real love for
neighbor. For a Christian, such a neighbor is every person in general (therefore, a Christian must love
everyone), and in particular, each person with whom he meets in daily life. Christian life is manifested
most of all precisely in these personal encounters, in living mutual intercourse, mutual support and

compassion. How distant from this is the one–sided teaching of cosmopolitanism with its appeals for an
artificial “love for mankind;” a love which is removed from the realities of life.
As a child, a person’s neighbors are his parents, brothers, sisters, and other relatives. At this time, it is
sufficient if one is a good, loving, responsive and dedicated member of the family. The child does not yet
have vital relationships with those outside the family. Gradually growing up through childhood and
adolescent years, one develops personal, vital relationships with many other people and they become
“one’s own.” Good upbringing must teach the child to treat these new “neighbors” in a Christian
manner –to be friendly, of good will, to have a sincere readiness to help, and to render as much service
as possible. As a person matures, his horizons expand and every human being becomes one’s
“neighbor,” no matter to what nation or race they may belong.
Naturally, one will love one’s own family and the relatives he grew up with, most of all, and secondly,
the whole country, the people to which one belongs. One is tied to this people both by state and civil
obligations and by culture and customs. One is bound to one’s people, to one’s own homeland, and one
loves them. This love for homeland is that Christian patriotism which cosmopolitanists so strongly
struggle against.
Christian patriotism is, of course, alien to those extremes and errors into which “super-patriots” fall. A
Christian patriot, while loving his nation, does not close his eyes to its inadequacies, but soberly looks at
its properties and characteristics. He will never agree with those “patriots” who are inclined to elevate
and justify everything native (even national vices and inadequacies). Such “patriots” do not realize that
this is not patriotism at all, but puffed–up national pride –that very sin against which Christianity
struggles so strongly. No, a true patriot does not close his eyes to the sins and ills of his people; he sees
them, grieves over them, struggles with them and repents before God and other peoples for himself and
his nation. In addition, Christian patriotism is completely alien to hatred of other peoples. If I love my
own people, then surely I must also love the Chinese, the Turks or any other people. Not to love them
would be non–Christian. No, God grant them well–being and every just success.
The most important information which we find on patriotism is in the Holy Scripture. In the Old
Testament, all the history of the Jewish people is filled with testimony of how the Jews loved their Sion,
their Jerusalem, their temple. This was a model of true patriotism, of love for one’s people and its sacred
things... The prophet Moses showed an especially striking example of love for his people. On one
occasion, immediately after the concluding of the testament of God, the Israelite people betrayed their
God and worshipped a golden calf. Then, the justice of God’s Truth was strongly inflamed. Moses began
to pray for his people which had sinned. He remained on the mountain for forty days and forty nights in
prayer. The Lord told him, “Depart from Me, do not hinder Me, that My justice be kindled on them and
destroy them.”*
The great prophet began to pray even more fervently and finally exclaimed, “Forgive them their sin, and
if You will not, then erase me also from Your book of life...” And the Lord hearkened to Moses. Is this not
the highest struggle of self–denying patriotism?

We see a similar example in the New Testament in the life of the great Apostle Paul. No one hindered
his work of preaching more wrathfully and stubbornly than did his fellow countrymen. They hated Paul
and considered him to be a betrayer of the faith of their fathers. Nevertheless, the Apostle says, “I
would be cut off from Christ for the sake of my brethren. . .the Israelites.” From these words, we see his
love for his native people. This love was so great that, like Moses, he was prepared to sacrifice even his
personal, eternal salvation for the salvation of his people.
We have an example in the life of the Saviour Himself. In the Gospel we read that He came only to His
own people and spoke to them first of all. On another occasion, He said, turning to Jerusalem, “O
Jerusalem, Jerusalem, which kills the prophets and stones them that are sent unto you; how often would
I have gathered your children together, as a hen gathers her brood under her wings.. .” (LK. 13:34–35).
When He rode into Jerusalem to the cries of “Hosannah,” when all the people rejoiced, the Saviour
wept. He did not weep for Himself, but for this, His city, and about the ruin of those who were now
crying to Him, “Hosannah!” but in few days would cry, “Crucify Him!” Thus did He love His own people
with a profound and moving love.
The feeling of Patriotism, therefore, is not rejected and condemned by Christianity. It does not
condemn, despite the false views of cosmopolitanists, the righteousness of the pre–eminent love for
one’s neighbors. We already know the words of the Apostle, “If anyone does not care for his own, and
especially for his own household, he has renounced faith and is worse than an unbeliever. . .”
Once more we emphasize that such love and care must not be an egoistic, self–enclosing love. While
caring for those with whom one comes into a direct contact, a Christian must never forget other people
in his Christian love–his neighbors, and brothers in Christ. In conclusion, let us cite these words of
Apostle Paul (from the Epistle to the Galations): “So, as we have opportunity, let us do good to
everyone, and especially to those of the household of faith.”
* In these words of God, there is a remarkable testimony about the power of the prayer of a righteous
person, by which he, in the bold words of St. John Chrysostom “binds God.”
STUDY GUIDE
Answer the following questions.
1. What is a strong healthy family?
2. What is the “chicken coop” as described in this chapter?
3. What is cosmopolitanism?
4. What is Christian patriotism?
5. What is the most important information we find on patriotism?
6. What example does Apostle Paul show us?
7. Write the last sentence here.

XXIV. Christian Service: War
Naturally, this Christian patriotism we have spoken of requires from each of us as great a service as
possible to the nation. The value of such service is even more significant if it is rendered unselfishly -

free of any material calculations and considerations. A person serves the country in one way or another
when he participates in its life by, for example, expressing himself in the press or in civil elections, etc. In
this, one must strive to bring benefit to the whole country, the whole people, and not to one’s own
personal or party interests - then one’s conscience will be at peace. It may be that one will not attain
great external success, but let him, nevertheless, fulfill the duty of a patriot and a faithful child of the
nation in an honorable and Christian manner.
There is a saying, “In misfortune, a friend is known.” Love for the nation is most clearly manifested in
times of national trials and troubles. We all know how it feels when someone close to us is ill. We do not
want diversions or satisfactions. In our sorrow and concern, we sometimes cannot even eat or drink or
sleep. One who truly loves one’s nation will manifest similar feelings during times of national troubles. If
our heart is filled with nothing but our own personal experiences and interests, if we moan and sigh
while our deeds remain far from our words, then our love for the nation is poor indeed.
One of the clearest and most self-denying struggles of service to one’s homeland is to die for the nation.
A Christian soldier is a defender of the homeland, and clearly fulfils Christ’s precept, “there is no greater
love than to lay down one’s life for one’s brethren.”
War in itself is absolutely evil, an extremely sad phenomenon and deeply contrary to the very essence of
Christianity. Words cannot express how joyous it would be if people ceased to war with one another and
peace reigned on earth. Sad reality speaks quite otherwise, however. Only some dreamers far removed
from reality and some narrowly one-sided sectarians can pretend that war can be omitted from real life.
It is quite correct to point out that war is a violation of the commandment, “Do not kill.” No one will
argue against that. Still, we see from the Holy Scripture that in that very same Old Testament time when
this commandment was given, the Israelite people fought on command from God, and defeated its
enemies with God’s help. Consequently, the meaning of the commandment, “Do not kill,” does not refer
unconditionally to every act of removing a person’s life. This commandment forbids killing for revenge,
in anger, by personal decision or act of will. When our Saviour explained the deep meaning of this
commandment, He pointed out that it forbids not only actual killing, but also un-Christian, vain anger.
Nevertheless, in a conversation with the apostles about the last days, the Lord told them, “You will hear
of wars and reports of wars. See that you are not distressed: for all this must be.” With these words, the
Lord refutes all statements that war is avoidable.
True, we have already examined the fact that war is a negative phenomenon. Yet, it will exist,
sometimes as the sole defense of truth and human rights, or against seizure, brutal invasion and
violence. Only such wars of defense are recognized in Christian teaching. In fact, we hear of the
following event in the life of St. Athanasios of the Holy Mountain: Prince Tornikian of Georgia, an
eminent commander of the Byzantine armies, was received into monasticism at St.
Athanasios’monastery. During the time of the Persian invasion, Empress Zoe recalled Tornikian to
command the armies. Tornikian flatly refused on the grounds that he was a monk. But St. Athanisios said
to him, “We are all children of our homeland and we are obligated to defend it. Our obligation is to

guard the homeland from enemies by prayers. Nevertheless, if God deems it expedient to use both our
hands and our heart for the common weal, we must submit completely . . . If you do not obey the ruler,
you will have to answer for the blood of your compatriots whom you did not wish to save. . .” Tornikian
submitted, defeated the enemy and rescued the homeland from danger.
In a conversation with Mohammedans, about war, St. Cyril, the Enlightener of the Slavs, said, “We
meekly endure personal offenses; but as a society, we defend each other, laying down our lives for our
neighbors. . .”
One can, of course, sin and sin greatly while participating in war. This happens when one participates in
war with a feeling of personal hatred, vengeance, or vainglory and with proud personal aims. On the
contrary, the less the soldier thinks about himself, and the more he is ready to lay down his life for
others, the closer he approaches to the martyr’s crown.

STUDY GUIDE
Complete the following statements.
1. One of the clearest and
2. War is
3. It is quite
4. We see from the O.T.
5. This commandment
6. When our Saviour
Summarize the last paragraph of Chapter 24.
XXV. Christianity and Communism
Let us now examine the question of the relationship of Christianity with Communism - more precisely, to
that particular form of communism which has now appeared as an attempt to realize the ideas of
socialism. This form of communism emerged in history as a sworn and bitter enemy of Christianity. For
its part, Christianity recognizes it as completely alien to and inimical with itself.
The history of the Church in apostolic times reveals that, in those times, it had its own Christian
communism and the faithful held everything in common, as the Acts of the Apostles says. Even now, this
Christian communism exists in the form of koenobetic monasticism. Both the concept and reality of
communal property is a bright, idealistically elevated type of Christian inter-relationship, examples of
which have always existed in the Orthodox Church.
How great is the difference between such Christian communism and Soviet communism! One is as far
from the other as the heavens are from the earth. Christian communism is not an independent selfmotivated goal to which Christianity might strive. Rather, it is an inheritance bred of that spirit of love by
which the Church has breathed from the first. Moreover, Christian communism is totally voluntary. No
one says, “Give us what is yours, it belongs to us,” rather, Christians themselves sacrificed so that “none
of them considered any of their possessions to be their own.”

The communalism of property in Soviet communism is a self-motivated goal which must be attained no
matter what the consequences and regardless of any considerations. The builders of this type of
communism are attaining it by purely-violent means, not balking at any measure, even the slaughter of
all those who do not agree... The bases of this communism are not freedom, as in Christian communism,
but force, not sacrificial love, but envy and hatred.
In its struggle against religion, Soviet communism goes to such excesses that it excludes even that most
elementary justice which is recognized by everyone. In its class ideology, Soviet communism tramples on
all justice. The object of its work is not the common weal of all the citizens of the state, but only the
interests of a single class. All the remaining state and social groupings of citizens are “thrown
overboard,” outside the care and protection of the communist government. The ruling class has no
concern for them.
In speaking of its new order, its “free” state, communism constantly promises a “dictatorship of the
proletariat.” It became clear long ago, however, that there is no sign of this promised dictatorship of the
proletariat, but instead, there is a bureaucratic dictatorship over the proletariat. Moreover, there is no
manifestation of ordinary political freedom under this system: neither freedom of the press, nor
freedom to assemble, nor the inviolability of the home. Only those who have lived in the Soviet Union
know the heaviness and intensity of the oppression which reigns there. Over all this, there reigns a
political terror such as has never before been experienced: executions and murders, exiles and
imprisonment in unbelievably harsh conditions. This is what communism has given to the Russian
people instead of the promised freedom.
In its political propaganda, communism claims that it is attaining the realization of freedom, equality
(i.e., justice) and brotherhood. We have already spoken of the first and second. The idea of
“brotherhood” was borrowed from the Christians who call each other “brother.” Apostle Peter said,
“Honor everyone, love the brotherhood” (1 Pt. 2:17). In practice, communism exchanged the word
“brother” for the word “comrade.” This is very indicative, since comrades can be co-participants (but not
brethren) in any activity, but one cannot really speak of “brotherhood” anyway, there where class
struggle, envy and hatred are preached...
All these cited differences between Christianity and communism do not yet exhaust even the very
essence of the contradiction between them. The fundamental difference between communism and
Christianity lies deeper still, in the religious ideology of both. No wonder, then, that the communists
struggle so maliciously and stubbornly against our faith.
Communism is supposedly an atheistic system which renounces all religion. In actual fact, it is a religion a fanatical, dark and intolerant religion. Christianity is a religion of heaven; communism, a religion of
earth. Christianity preaches love for everyone; communism preaches class hatred and warfare and is
based on egoism. Christianity is a religion of idealism, founded on the faith of the victory of God’s truth
and love. Communism is a religion of dry, rational pragmatism, pursuing the goal of creating an earthly
paradise (a paradise of animalistic satiety and spiritual reprobation). It is significant that, while a cross is

put on a Christian’s grave, the grave of a communist is marked by a red stake. How indicative and
symbolic for both. With the one – faith in the victory of life over death and good over evil. With the
other – ignorant darkness, gloom and emptiness, without joy, comfort or hope for the future. While the
sacred relics of the holy ascetics of Christ’s faith blossom with incorruptibility and fragrance, the rotting
corpse of the often-embalmed Lenin is the best symbol of communism.
STUDY GUIDE
Summarize the following phrases.
Communism (as viewed by Christianity)
Christian Communism
Soviet Communism
Communalism of property (in communism)
Political Propaganda
List some differences between Christianity and Communism.

XXVI. The Unity of Love For God and For Neighbor
Ascending from our most simple obligations to our highest, we rise to their apex - our obligations in
relationship to God.
According to the clear, precise directions of the Holy Scripture, our main obligation to God is to love
Him. This commandment was expressed in the Old Testament with the words, “Love the Lord your God
with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind.” In the New Testament, the Lord Jesus
Christ said of this command, “This is the first and greatest commandment.”
To this commandment of God’s law, our Saviour bound a second - love for neighbor. He said of this
commandment that it is “like unto the first,” that is, love for neighbor is like love for God. The Holy
Church, being founded on the words of the Lord, has always set forth the following order in the moral
obligations of man: lowest of all are the obligations to oneself. Therefore, love for oneself must be
sacrificed in the name of love for God and neighbor. Love for one’s neighbor takes precedence over love
for oneself, but it is subject to the highest love - love for God Whom we must love most of all.
There is a contemporary theory that great love for God hinders one’s love for neighbors. The
proponents of this theory claim that man must make the relationship with neighbors his primary
concern. By this, they claim, one fulfils one’s obligation of love for God. People who advocate this theory
are usually set against the struggles of the anchorite life. From their point of view, the anchorite’s mode
of life is a manifestation of egoism and dislike for others. In their opinion, the anchorite is a person who
is occupied exclusively with himself and the salvation of his own soul, and does not think about others at
all.
No one will dispute the fact that in serving one’s neighbors, a Christian serves God. More than that, love
for neighbor is the proof of love for God, as the Beloved Apostle says, “He who says: ‘I love God, but
hate my brother,’is a liar; for if one does not love one’s brother whom one sees, how can one love God

Whom one does not see?” In serving our neighbors, we serve God, for we fulfill His law of love.
Nevertheless, it is even more certain that our love for God can never hinder our love for neighbors. God
is love (1 Jn.8:16). By loving God, we lift ourselves up to a higher spiritual atmosphere, an atmosphere of
love and a new “inspiration of life.” The heart of an Orthodox Christian is filled with such divine love and
radiates it everywhere and upon everyone. Thus, contrary to the novel opinion cited above, love for God
does not obstruct love for neighbors, but on the contrary, strengthens and deepens it.
An excellent clarification of this bond between love for God and neighbor is given by one of the great
Orthodox strugglers, Abba Dorotheos. He gave the illustration that mankind is like the rim of a wheel.
God is the hub, and each person is like a spoke. If we look at a wheel, we notice that the closer the
spokes come to the hub, the closer they come to one another. But man can come close to God and
neighbor only through love. It is clear that if one loves God, one will inevitably love one’s neighbors.
In the history of Orthodox asceticism, we repeatedly see how strugglers, enflamed with love for God,
left the world with its temptations. They did this according to the instructions of the apostle of love,
John the Theologian, who said, “Do not love the world or the things that are in the world. If any man
loves the world, the love of the Father is not in him.” (1 Jn. 2:15). It is wrong to think that the ascetics
renounced their love for people in the world. Not at all. They themselves constantly pointed out that
they departed not from people, but from the sins available in the world, from the temptations of a
sinful, worldly life. They love their brethren in this world incomparably more than those who have
remained in this world and participated in its sins. It should not be forgotten that the solitude of these
strugglers has always been filled with prayer - and Christian prayer is not merely about oneself, but also
about others. History records for us the following incident in the life of St. Pachomios the Great, a native
of Alexandria. Once, while living in the desert, he learned that the city of Alexandria was being ravaged
by famine and epidemic. He spent several days in tears, not even eating the meager ration of food which
he allowed himself. His novices begged him to eat and restore his strength but St. Pachomios replied,
“How can I eat when my brethren do not have bread?” How far are even the best of us from such love
and commiseration?
Such love for God is not only the summit of a Christian’s moral ascent, but it is also the basis of his
spiritual existence. Without love there cannot be any spiritual life, struggle, virtue.
The highest service of Christian love is the pastor’s service, and it can be fulfilled only by one who can
love Christ. This is the reason that our Saviour Himself, in calling Apostle Peter to pastorship, asked him,
“Simon, son of Jonah, do you love Me more than these?” Orthodoxy is a religion of love. “By this they
will recognize you that you are My disciples, if you have love amongst you,” said the Lord. Here, His
words are about the mutual Christian love of people for one another, and also about filial love, and
child-like devotion to Him Whom the Gospel constantly calls, “Our Heavenly Father.” Therefore, the
basis of a truly Christian life is a heart which believes in God and is devoted to Him in a child-like
manner, and penetrated by a sincere gravitation to Him, as to the loving and beloved Father.

STUDY GUIDE

Answer the following questions.
1. What is “apex”?
2. What is our main obligation to God?
3. What is the heart of an Orthodox Christian filled with?
4. Clarify the bond between love for God and neighbor.
5. What is missing without love?
6. What is the highest service of Christian love?
7. What is the basis of Christian life?

XXVII. The Christian Obligation to Know God
If our first and basic obligation to God is to love Him, then it follows naturally that we must know Him.
Man will not and cannot love one whom he does not know.
We must observe that the necessity to know God is one of the least fulfilled of our obligations. How
different it was in former times when interest in theological matters and religious knowledge was deeply
felt by Orthodox souls. St. Gregory the Theologian testifies that in his time even merchants in the market
place turned from their business affairs to discuss the coessentiality of the Son of God.
Now, many intelligent people, sometimes even those who write and speak on various purely Christian
themes, positively fear all theology. They tend to consider all its explanations and questions as somehow
remote from life.
Because of this, an oppressive religious ignorance has appeared - a lack of acquaintance with the basic
truths of the faith. Take, for example, the masses of intelligent, educated Russian people. They will
enumerate for you, without error, all the tsars of the house of Romanov, or the main Russian writers,
etc. It is considered a disgrace for an educated person not to know this. Ask them, however, the main
dogmas of the Christian faith, or to name the twelve apostles of Christ (people who did immeasurably
more for mankind than any tsar or writer), and in nine of ten cases, the result will be lamentable. Even
worse is the fact that no one considers this ignorance to be a disgrace, and people even admit it
lightheartedly.
It is absolutely necessary that each Orthodox Christian have a knowledge of the content of his faith and
of its basic truths - the dogma of the Trinity, of Divine Love, the Incarnation, the saving death and
Resurrection of the Saviour, and the future destiny of the world and of mankind, etc. These questions
are not something distant and insignificant, rather they are vital and important to us, for the whole
meaning of life hangs upon their answers.
All these questions coalesce in one: is there a God, and Who is He? These are questions of singular
importance even for people who barely believe. For truly believing people, to know about God is to
know what He means to us and what His will is concerning all of us. This is the basic, most important and

precious knowledge in life. In fact, Orthodox life itself is defined first of all by the knowledge of God. The
Lord Himself, while praying to His Father, said: “This is eternal life, that they know You, the One True
God and the One Whom You sent...”
From all this, we see that the knowledge of God is our direct Christian duty, and the way to it, in
addition to the study of theology, is the contemplation of God. Contemplation of God is the description
of the spiritual mood in which man intentionally introduces into and maintains in his conscience, the
thought of God, of His highest properties, the matter of our salvation and of our eternal future, etc. Such
contemplation of God is especially loved by our Orthodox ascetics, but, unfortunately, it is not even
familiar to most of us.
The knowledge of God is not, however, the mere rational acceptance and remembrance of our
Orthodox Christian teaching of faith and life. Christianity is a living life, an experience of the human
heart, and therefore it is accepted by people unequally. The more a person has experienced the truths
and commandments of his faith in his personal life, in the inner experience of inner struggle and striving
to live according to Christ’s Gospel, the deeper does he assimilate Christianity. Conversely, if a person
treats his faith dryly, with external formalism, and is not guided by the appeals of Christ’s Gospel in his
personal life, he will not accept Christianity into his soul and heart, and the profound content of the
truths of Christ’s faith will remain alien to him.
STUDY GUIDE
Answer the following questions.
1. What must we do besides love God?
2. What is the oppressive religious ignorance?
3. What is absolutely necessary for each Orthodox Christian?
4. What is our direct Christian duty?
5. What is Contemplation of God?
6. How is Christianity in the last paragraph?
XXVIII. The Necessity of Prayer
The knowledge of God is obviously based on faith. This faith is the first response of the human heart to
the content of religious truths, an agreement with and acceptance of them. As it strengthens and
becomes deeper, this faith eventually brings one’s heart to peace in God, to a Christian hope on God. On
the other hand, Orthodoxy teaches us that the Christian faith is inseparably bound to love for God. And
love always demands a living, personal relationship with the one we love. In our relationship with God,
this love is first of all made manifest in prayer.
One who does not pray is not a Christian... Prayer is the first and most essential element in our spiritual
life. It is the breath of our soul, and without it, the soul dies, just as the body dies without air. All the
vital functions of the body depend upon its breathing. In exactly the same way, one’s spiritual life
depends on prayer, and a person who does not pray to God is spiritually dead.

Prayer is the conversation of man with God. One who remembers, knows and loves God will unfailingly
turn to Him in prayer. There is a seriously erroneous view of prayer now becoming wide spread. Some
say, “One must not force oneself to pray. If I desire to pray, I will pray. If there is no desire, there is no
need to pray.”
This is a complete lack of understanding of the matter, “What would one accomplish in one’s worldly
activity if one did not force oneself to do anything, but only did what was desired? More so in spiritual
life, where everything that is precious and meaningful is acquired by force, by the struggle of work on
oneself. Let us again recall that according to our Saviour, the Kingdom of God (and everything pertaining
to it) is attained by force. So, it is indispensable for a Christian to firmly accept in his heart that he must
pray no matter what, regardless of his desire or lack of desire. If you have a good desire to pray, thank
God from Whom everything good comes, and do not lose the chance to pray from the soul. If you do not
have this desire, and the time for prayer arrives, then it is necessary to force yourself, encouraging your
lethargic and lazy spirit by reminding it that prayer (like every good deed) is all the more precious in
God’s eyes when it is given with difficulty. The Lord does not disdain any prayer if one prays sincerely, as
best as he knows how, even though he has not developed the habit of praying fully and with
unweakening fervor.
One who lives even a partial spiritual Christian life will always find something about which to pray to
Him, because for such a person, God is a loving Father, a Mighty Protector and an unending Spring of
help and strength. The Christian hurries to Him in need and in woe, as a child to its parent...
In His conversation with the Samaritan woman, our Lord declared that, “True worshippers worship the
Father in Spirit and in Truth.” This is the basic principle of Christian prayer. It must be fulfilled in spirit
and truth, and in praying, a Christian must gather all his spiritual strengths into one deep, concentrated
effort in himself, in his soul and contemplate the words of the prayer. Obviously, when one has such a
correct view of prayer one understands that it is impossible to give the name “prayer” to the act of
merely being present at prayer, or reading it with the tongue while one’s thoughts are far from it. St.
John Chrysostom says of such “prayers,”“Your body is inside the church, but your thoughts have flown
to who knows where. The lips pronounce prayers, but the mind counts income, crops, real estate and
friends...You do not hear your own prayers –how do you expect that God will hear them?...” A Christian
must not pray in such a manner. He prays in “spirit and truth.” He prays in spirit, concentrated in the
depth of his “I,” through profound experiences of the heart. He prays in truth –not hypocritically, but in
a sincere frame of mind, in true supplication to the Incarnate Truth–to Christ the Saviour.
Of course, this does not (in spite of Protestant error) abrogate the necessity of external prayer, but only
requires its union with internal prayer. Man is not an angel; his soul does not live without the body just
as the body does not live without the soul. Apostle Paul says, “Glorify God in your bodies also, and in
your souls, which are God’s.” Therefore, the most basic and complete view of prayer is that in which
both the internal and external are present. They tightly unite with each other: both inner experience,
man’s supplication to God, and outer activity–prostrations, standing at prayer, crossing oneself and
various actions in the Divine Services.

Ordinarily, there are three distinctive types of prayer: petitioning, glorifying and thanksgiving. In our
prayerbooks and Divine Services, all these three types are applied, mutually complementing one
another...
A person who prays to God must remember that prayer cannot go unheard if it is sincere and breathes
of living faith. The Lord Himself said, “Everything is possible to one who believes.” Apostle James,
however, explains how destructive is doubt in prayer, saying that one who doubts is like a wave of the
sea, tossed to and fro by the wind. Such a person should not expect to receive anything from the Lord.
In the Holy Gospel, moreover, we often read how the Lord, in healing those who came to Him, told
them, “Let it be according to your faith... Your faith has made you whole.” But firmly believing in God’s
strength, mercy and help, a Christian must not forget that every petition for his desires must submit to
the all-good will of the Heavenly Father, Who knows what we need. In such a state of faith and
dedication to God’s will, one will thank God equally whether or not the Lord fulfils one’s request. This is
quite natural, since such a person believes absolutely that God’s wisdom and love directs everything to
the benefit and good of man. With good reason, we sing in the Church prayer:
“O Thou Who, with wisdom profound, mercifully orders all things, and gives that which is expedient
unto all men...”
STUDY GUIDE
Summarize the following phrases.
Knowledge of God –
Christian Faith –
Prayer –
Partial Spiritual Christian Life –
St. John Chrysostom –
Three types of prayer –

XXIX. The Model of Christian Prayer
For Orthodox Christians, the model of prayer is, of course, the “Our Father” (the “Lord’s Prayer”). If we
look at its composition and content, we see that, externally, it is divided into three parts: invocation,
seven petitions, and a glorification. In its inner content, it can be divided into three common parts: the
main one, which encompasses an invocation and the first three petitions; the petition about daily bread;
and, three petitions about our personal sins.
What is the foremost thing about which a Christian must pray? About that goal for which we must strive
most of all: the Kingdom of God and His Truth. We see that this is the first part of the prayer. In
appealing to God as the Heavenly Father, an Orthodox Christian testifies that our true fatherland is not
on earth, but in heaven. “Our abode is in the heavens,” the Apostle firmly says.

In this appeal to the Father, a Christian prays that God’s name be hallowed, both in the personal life of
each of us and in human history. It is especially hallowed when we Orthodox Christians, through the
example of our own lives, lead unbelievers to glorify the name of our Heavenly Father. Further, we pray
that the Kingdom of God be manifested on earth. Observing life, we see in it a constant struggle
between two principles: light and darkness, truth and falsehood, good and evil. When we see this, we
cannot but pray that there will be a victory of light over darkness and that there will be a triumph of
God’s Kingdom - the kingdom of Truth and Good.
In the third petition of the Lord’s Prayer, we pray that God’s will be fulfilled in man’s life in the same way
that it is fulfilled in the Heavenly world. The Christian conscience is aware and firmly convinces us that
not only is it our duty, but it is real wisdom and the truth of life to submit to God’s will. The Heavenly
Father knows what is beneficial and necessary for each one of us, and through His infinite love and
goodness, wishes us good and salvation even more than we desire it for ourselves. Therefore, Apostle
Peter says, “Cast all your cares on Him; for He cares for you” (1 Pet. 5:7).
The fourth petition of the Lord’s Prayer is the only one which deals with bodily needs. We also turn to
God and ask for all that is necessary for bodily life...
The fifth petition of the Lord’s Prayer concerns forgiveness of sins. In this petition, as elsewhere, in His
teaching, our Saviour makes it clear that an indispensable precondition of our receiving forgiveness of
sins from God is our own forgiveness of our neighbors. But how often this petition is spoken falsely! We
read, “Forgive us our debts as we forgive our debtors,” while in reality, we neither forgive nor forget,
but are offended and conceal vexation in our heart, and even a desire for revenge. Therefore, each time
a Christian repeats this petition, he must consider whether he has forgiven his enemies and offenders. If
not, how can he expect forgiveness from God for himself?
The two last petitions, the sixth and seventh ones, speak of one thing: the causes of sin. At first we ask
that its embryos be removed from us, that is, that we be delivered from enticements and temptations,
and then that we be delivered from the evil one, that is, from the root of all sins, Satan. People usually
fear external misfortunes: failures, illnesses, poverty, etc. Christianity teaches us to be more fearful for
our immortal soul. “Do not fear those who kill the body but cannot harm the soul,” our Lord said, “but
rather fear the One Who can destroy the body and the soul...” Concerning external misfortunes,
particularly trials and persecutions endured for the Faith, our Lord said to those who suffer them,
“Rejoice and be glad, for great is your reward in the heavens.
It is not external misfortunes and poverty that the Orthodox Christian must fear, but rather he must fear
his own sins and falls. Everyone knows how much we become accustomed to sinning, literally sinning at
each step and at each moment of our life. Sin is a violation of the Truth of God’s Law, and the result of
sin is suffering and grief. The Lord’s Prayer instills in our hearts a great aversion to these spiritual evils,
so that while humbly confessing our weakness and inclination toward sin, we ask God to preserve us
from falling into sins and to deliver us from the evil master of sin - the devil.

At the end of these seven petitions, there has been added a solemn glorification of God’s power,
authority and glory.* This glorification of God’s grandeur contains a filial expression of unwavering and
clear conviction that everything we ask for will be given to us from the love of the Heavenly Father: for
His is “the kingdom and the power and the glory, unto the ages of ages. Amen.”
The Lord’s Prayer is not the only prayer of glorification, however. There are prayers which are purely and
simply glorifications, such as “Praise the name of the Lord” or “Holy, Holy, Holy...” We do not use them
as often, but they are representative of the endings of our prayers, especially in the Divine Services.
Prayers of glorification must be seen as especially elevated, for in them, we express Christian love for
God and bow before the Most High.
The third aspect of prayer is thanksgiving. Quite understandably, a Christian who loves God and knows
of His love, mercy and benefits cannot but experience feelings of thanksgiving in his heart. The most
important prayer of thanksgiving is the most important Divine Service - the Holy Liturgy. Its main part,
referred to as the “Thanksgiving (Eucharistic) Canon” begins with the words, “We thank the Lord...” And
the pure, bloodless sacrifice, a sacrifice of truth, a sacrifice of the Body and Blood of Christ which is given
us in the Holy Communion, is fulfilled by Christ Himself, by His Grace and almighty power, and it is only
received by us, with a devotion of thankful love. This is why in the most important moments of the
Liturgy, the priest solemnly exclaims, “Thine Own of Thine Own, we offer to Thee, in behalf of all and for
all,” while the faithful respond with the hymn of thanksgiving, “We hymn Thee, we praise Thee, we give
thanks to Thee, O our God...”
* The words, “For Yours is the Kingdom, the power and the glory...” are not part of the Lord’s prayer as
such, but a liturgical response to it, included by the Evangelist. The fact that it appears in the Gospel
shows how old the Liturgy is.
STUDY GUIDE
Answer the following questions.
1. What is the model prayer?
2. What is the foremost thing about which a Christian must pray?
3. What do we pray in the seven petitions? Summarize each.
30. Prayer: Feasts and Fasts
We have discussed how important prayer is for the spiritual life of an Orthodox Christian. But how are
we to pray? Two forms of prayer are distinguished in the Orthodox Christian life: private, home prayer
and unified Church prayer. Each has certain special characteristics. Our Saviour gave instructions in the
Gospel about private prayer: “When you pray, go into your room and shut the door, pray to your Father
which is in secret; and your Father which sees in secret will reward you openly” (Mt.6:6). And of course,
home prayers are basic to us. Prayer is deeply intimate and heartfelt. Everyone who has sincerely
searched for heartfelt and moving prayer knows well how easy and natural it is to pray in solitude, in
silence and peace. Moreover, our Lord firmly warns us against hypocritical prayer done for show, to
elicit praise from people.

When a Christian prays to God, he must strive to contemplate the words of the prayers which he reads,
and to concentrate his thoughts on the content of the prayers. Everyone knows how difficult it is to
struggle against the pressure of outside thoughts and images which tiresomely besiege the praying
person. This comes to us both from our personal distraction and from indirect action of the evil power.
The task of a Christian is to apply all his powers to persistently shake off all these side thoughts (which
are sometimes impure) that torment him, and to pray concentratedly and piously. One should
remember that an augmented pressure of thought and image, primarily vile or blasphemous, comes to
us directly from Satan, and the struggle of resisting these thoughts is a direct struggle against evil.
Consequently, one receives great benefit from such a struggle.
Usually, we pray with church prayers which we learn from childhood. This is necessary, because they
lead us into that prayerful atmosphere by which the Church breathes. In this, one must beware not to
slide into an automatic, mechanical reading of prayers without attention and penetration into the sense
and meaning of the words of the prayer. To this end, a full reverence and concentration of attention is
demanded, so that one actually prays - converses with God.
According to the harmonious testimonies of ascetics of prayer (Theophan the Recluse, St. John of
Kronstadt, etc.) in addition to the reading of Church prayers, one ought to add prayer in one’s own
words, about one’s personal needs and the needs of one’s own neighbors. Often, a Christian cannot fully
express his feelings and trials in the words of the written prayers. In such cases, a living, sincere prayer
in his own words is appropriate, together with a confession of one’s daily sins, with expressions of one’s
intent to struggle, with God’s help, against one’s daily sins. Such a prayer will come from the depth of
the human soul.
Only the person who develops in himself penetrating and constant home prayer can correctly
participate in the public prayers in church. This participation is a firm necessity for every Christian. The
Lord Himself said, “Where two or three (members of the Church) are gathered together in My name,
there am I in the midst of them.” The Ecumenical Patriarch and great teacher of prayer, St. John.
Chrysostom, says, “One can, of course, also pray at home: but you cannot pray there as you do in church
where so many people are gathered, where a harmonious voice is raised to God: for here is something
greater: one-mindedness, a union of love, the prayers of the priest. During public prayer, not only do the
people send up their own voices to God, but together with them, the angels and archangels glorify the
Master.” Thus, church prayer has a pre-eminently sacred character and it is given this by the Grace of
the Holy Spirit which, as we know, quickens our spiritual life, co-operating with our personal spiritual
efforts.
A priest serves in Church; he is not a priest because he receives an ecclesiastical education, or has a
calling to serve the Church. All this only prepares him for pastoral service. He is a priest only because he
was consecrated to it by ordination, and enters through the mystery of priesthood into the pastorship of
the Church. So it is that our church is a consecrated church, with a specially consecrated holy table.
According to the words of the Holy Scripture, our church is a house of prayer. The Lord gave us an
example of the honor due to God’s house when, during His earthly sojourn, He twice cleansed it from all

disorder and indecency. At the Divine Services, we repeatedly hear the Holy Church exclaim the petition,
“For this holy house and for all those who with faith, reverence and fear of God enter herein, let us pray
to the Lord.” Each of us must enter a church in this disposition, remembering that here, one stands
before the face of the Lord Himself.
One of the greatest and most painfully evident deficiencies of our contemporary life is our inability to
celebrate our feast in a Christian manner. Our lives are composed in such a way that interests of a purely
earthly character predominate in them. Jobs, worry over income and shallow impressions of the day –all
this fills our time, and man does not have time to simply think about his soul, its demands and needs.
Our feasts are apertures in our colorless lives of vanity and worldly cares. They teach us that this world is
not so empty and impoverished as it sometimes seems to us, for above it, there is a different world
giving our soul joy and ineffable peace. Who does not know what joy fills the heart of an Orthodox
Christian in the days of the greatest feast, Pascha, the Radiant Resurrection of the Lord?
How often, though, do days of Christian commemoration and festivity turn out to be days of even
greater emptiness and senseless idleness. A feast is a special day of God and must be dedicated as fully
as possible to prayer and deeds of Christian mercy. In our time though, the feasts are often treated as
any other day, and sometimes people even use them for debauchery and drunkenness. How often do
we see that people, or even whole clubs (societies) and institutions organize their “balls” and
entertainments on the eves of feasts? How do such persons differ from pagans or atheists?
Yet more reprehensible is the way many people view the fasts which the Holy Church has given us. We
have many fasts: four lengthy ones, the Great Fast, the Sts. Peter and Paul fast, and the Dormition and
Nativity fasts; and also shorter ones.
What an amazing and unchristian relationship so many people now have to these fasts. The fasts are
violated by people without a qualm of conscience, as if the matter was about some nonsense, having no
significance. The Church, on the other hand, takes a very serious view of the matter, and excludes from
Holy Communion those who refuse to keep the fasts without cause. And St. Seraphim of Sarov pointedly
said, “One who does not observe the fasts is not a Christian, no matter what he considers or calls
himself...” Fasting is absolutely indispensable for man. From the external aspect, it is a struggle of
absolute, filial obedience to the Church, whose rules are from the Holy Spirit, and not something to be
neglected and scorned. From the inner aspect, fasting is a struggle of restraint and self-limitation. In this
lies the great value and sense of fasting, since a strict observance of fasts tempers one’s will and
perfects the character of one who is firm in his religious convictions and actions. Let us not forget that
Christ Himself fasted, and foretold that His apostles would also fast.
We hear people claiming that fasting is harmful to health. But strict fasting is not demanded of ill
people, who fast only according to their strength. Most important, one should remember that only
those people who themselves do not fast, speak about the “harm to health” of fasting. But those who
do observe fasting will never say this, for they know, through personal experience, that not only is
fasting not harmful, but it is positively beneficial to bodily health.

Fasting is not merely a restraining from food, however. During the days of the fasts, the Church sings,
“While fasting bodily, let us also fast spiritually. . .” True fasting includes deeds of Christian mercy. It is
an alienation of the evil one, a restraint of the tongue, a laying aside of anger, a cutting off of vices and
an exposure of falsehood... Thus, for a Christian, fasting is a time of restraint and self-education in all
respects, and a real Christian fast gives believers a great moral satisfaction. Bishop Theophan the
Recluse says of fasting:
“Fasting appears gloomy until one steps into its arena: but begin, and you will see what light it brings
after darkness, what freedom after bonds, what release after a burdensome life...”
STUDY GUIDE
Answer the following questions.
1. How are we to pray?
2. What must we strive for when we pray?
3. What should we do in addition to the reading of Church prayers?
4. When can one participate in public prayer?
5. What does Church prayer have?
6. What is one of our greatest and most painfully evident deficiencies?
7. What is a feast?
8. Name the fasts of the Church.
9. How are fasts kept?
10. How important is fasting?
11. What is fasting?
Summarize what knowledge you have gained from this chapter.

